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Two Sections -- 24 Pages

Early Voter Turnout Is Heavy Here
Voter turnout was heavy in a spot
check of precincts in Murray and
(-alloy% ay County this morning, as local
oters went to the polls early to cast
their votes in this presidential election.
Election officials at the Murray City
Hall reported 242 persons that had
uied at about 10:30 a.m, today, which
yy as considered well above average.
The Courthouse, Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Hazel City Hall, and several,
others all reported heavy turnouts as
IA ell.
Area residents will help decide a
number of races today, both local and
national.
-

For president and vice president of
the United States, in addition to the

Ford-Dole and Carter-Mondale tickets,
there are seven other tickets on the
ballot nationwide.
Thomas Anderson and Rufus
Shackelford are running on the
American Party platform. Gus Hall
and. Jarvis Tyner are the Communist
Party' candidates. Lester Maddox and
William Dyke are the American
Independent candidates. Lyndon
LaRouche, Jr. and Wayne Evans are
running as U. S. Labor Party candidates. Peter Carnejo and Willie Mae
Reid, are Socialist Workers Party
candidates. Roger L. MacBride and
David Bergland are Libertarian candidates, and Eugene McCarthy and
Rollie Bartlett are Independent candidates.

Bob Bersky, a Republican, will
challenge Carroll Hubbard, Jr, for
Hubbard's seat in congress from this
district.
Roy N. Vance is unopposed for the
position as Judge of the Court of
Appeals,-First Division, First District.
Warren B. Miller and J. William
Howerton will vie for Judge of the Court
of Appeals, First District, Second
Division.
In the county school board races. onl;'
one district is contested. Billy Joe
Kingins and Billy Joe Stubblefield Will
run for the school board seat in the
second district. Unopposed are Lubie
Parrish in District Four and Ferrell
Miller in District Five.

Voter Turnout Moderate
To Heavy Across State
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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon. November 2, 1976

LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) — Voter
turnout around the state was reported
from moderate to very heavy' today as
Kentuckians went to the polls to cast
- ballots in the presidential race and
Photo by Wilson Woolley
-miveneartgressional elections.In Paducah in far western Kentucky,
election officials said voter turnout-at
rind-morning was much heavier than
expected and that the sunny' skies
probably would attract many to the
polls.
On the other end of the state, in
Ashland; officials reported voter -turat 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway County
nout at moderate to heavy compared
Library. Dr. Gerald McCord, Family
with the last statewide election.
Practitioner from Hopkinsville,. a
In seven counties in the Bluegrass
diabetic himself since youth,.will be the
region, election officials said tune-ill by
guest speaker for the program. Dr.
vot&s was heavy. Those counties inMcCord is originally from Murray and
cluded Jessamine, Madison, Clark,
is a graduate of the University of
Woodford, Scott, and Bourbon.
Louisville Medical School. He is on the
In the Winchester area, a spokesman
National Committee for the American
for election officials described the
Diabetes Association and on the
turnout as heavy. The spokesman said
Executive Council for the state of
it was farahead_of normal mid'KerilifekY:Dt:MCCOrdls
-tonsidered an
morning voter turnout for the area. —
authority on diabetes and is a very
- Three precincts in Bowling Green
dynamic speaker.
had lines waiting for the polls to open,
All known diabetics, their families
and officials said the turnout was
and friend*, and interested persons and
organizationS are urged to attend this
very important meeting.

AN EARLY VOTE—U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard (I), Mayfield, Ky.)and his wife, Joyce were among the first to vote in their home town of Mayfield. Congressman Hubbard is seeking reelection to Congress. Looking on
is ward worker Mrs. Glenda Erwin.

Organizational Meeting For
Local Diabetes Chapter Set
A group of concerned citizens headed
Erma. La ,Follette, Mrs. Charlotte
by Dr. Donald Hughes of the HoustonSturm of the Murray Womans Club;
McDevitt Clinic have met on Sep- - Mrs. Jo Ann Harman, nutritionist; Mrs.
tember 14 and October 28 with Jonathan
Mona Purdom, R.N.; Mrs. Daphene
Craig, executive director of the KenMowery, R.N. of the Calloway County
tucky Affiliates of the American
Health Department; Dr. Judith Hood,
Diabetes Association for the purpose of
MSU physician; Dr, Gerald McCord,
organizing a Murray-Calloway County
physician from Hopkinsville; Mrs.
Affiliate Chapter to serve diabetics in
Anne Flood, dietician; and Mrs. Nadine
Calloway County and .in surrounding
Turner, Head of Nursing, MCC
areas, Affiliate _Kentucky _state chapHospital; Mrs. Lucille Ross, County
ters were first -fOrmed in June of this
School . Health Nurse; Mrs. Nettie
year.
Cogdell, Mrs. Dorothy Morton, Mrs.
Those attending the meetings inClovis Jones, Mrs. James Rogers, and
cluding several diabetics) were: Mrs.
Diedre Rogers, Bro. John Dale, Church
of Christ minister;1 John R. Linn,
. mortician of Benton, Kentucky; and
Mrs. Janet Gallimore, former school
teacher of Puryear,Tennessee.
Mrs. Jo Curris, attorney-at-law, is
reviewing the By-laws and Articles of
Incorporation.
The first official meeting for incorporation and election of officers will
The Iota Beta Chapter of Sigma
be held on Thursday night, November 4
Alpha Iota and the Gamma Delta
,
Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia will
present the annual All-American
TODAY'S INDEX
Concert November 4, at 8:15 p.m. in the
Two Sections Today
Recital Hall Annex in the Price Doyle
2,3
Local Scene
Fine Arts.
2
Dear
Abby
This is a program of songs by
3
Horoscope
American Composers. Sigma Alpha
4
Let's Stay Well
Iota will perform four songs; "The
4
Opinion Page
Ships of Arcady" - M. Head, "This the
6
Deaths & Funerals
Garden" - Vincent Persichetti,
8,9,10
Sports
"Animal Crackers" - William Lester,
10
Comics
and "Winter Bells- - Fisher Tull. Sigma
10
Crossword
Alpha Iota will be directed by Janice
10,11
Classifieds
Crawford and the accompanist is
12 Pages
Roses Section
Janwin Overstreet. Phi Mu Alpha will virxisswasimmuiwiato,:a.,..vArto*eig-A
be directed by Donnie Travis. They will
perform three of their fraternity songs;
"Sinfonian Prayer" - Ross Hastings,
"Hymn of Thanks"-Robert WashSunny and Mild today, high in the
burn and "Musk., When Soft Voices
upper 50s and low .60s. Partly cloudy
Die" - Robert Washburn. To close the
and cool tonight, low in the mid 30s.
concert both fraternities will sing "The
Mostly sunny and mild Wednesday,
Glendy Burk" by Stephen Foster.
high in the mid 50s. Thursday`fair and
This concert is open to the public free
mild.
of Charge.

Concert To
Be Presented,
MSU Campus

7

Sunny, Mild

Mrs. lames Hazier is pictured with some of her artwork that is now being
featured at the Calloway County Public library. She paints in oils in a
variety of subject fields, With most oj her shown work featuring landscapes
am um.lifes. Mr.and Mrs. hazier pow reside-in..theitirksev area after living
in the North until their retirement years. The display will be at the library
through the month of November. ,

Funding Is
Approved For
ADD Program
FRANKFORT, KY.,--State Tiansportation Secretary John C. Roberts
has approved a $54,436 request for
second fiscal year
1976-77
tinuation funding of a transportation
planning program by the Purchase
Area Development District I ADD).
Similar funding requests also have
been, approved for 11 other ADD
districts.
According to Roberts, the money will
be made available to each participating
district through the Kentucky Office for
Local Government on a - 75:25
( state:regional) fund-matching basis.
Some federal money also will be made
available for special projects.
The Purchase ADD covers Ballard,
Carlisle, Hickman,Fulton, McCracken,
Graves, Marshall and Callov.ay
Counties.
Roberts said that the ADD program
was organized _about one year ago to
give' local government, industry and
citizens a greater voice in determining
the future development and operation
of transportation systems and servi, es
"both within their own areas and
statewide as well."
"Rather than simply telling (-a ch
locality what we in Frankfort think,they
need by way of short and long-range
programs," he said, "we are asking
that they look at their preSent services,
evaluate them in terms of both current
and future need, and then tell us where
they believe construction, maintenance, expansion and development
will do the most good for the most
people."
Each ADD district has formed its
own transportation advisory committee
made up of local officials, citizens and
business people from the district area.
committee also receives admArative and technical suppi(rt
from the Department of Transportation's Division of Urban and
Regional Planning at Frankfort.
Calvin Grayson, state transportation
planving engineer, said that present
scheduling calla kr each,ADD district
to complete its regional transportation
plan by the end of the 1978fiscal year

seven congressional districts. But the
stimulated by the congressional race
races in at least two districts were
between incumbent Rep. William
expected to be close, especially in the
Natcher, a Democrat, and Republican
3rd and 4th.
challenger Walter Baker, a state
In the 3rd District, incumbent
senator from Glasgow.
Democrat Ron Mazzoli faced a strong
_ Hardin County*.s early turnout was
challenge from Republican Denzil
termed very good to heavy among the
Ramsey, a high school principal who
more than 20,000 registered voters.
has criticized Mazzoli on the busing
Simpson County's turnout''a reported
moderate, with about 65 per cent of the 'issue.
Also running in that district was
registered voters expected to go to the
William - Chambers of Louisville,
polls. The Kentucky ballot includes the
running on the American party ticket.
presidential, congressional and Court
of Appeals races along with many local.
Another sharply contested race came
in the 4th, where Republican Gene
issues.
Snyder sought reelection against
In Jefferson County, officials said it
Democratic challenger Ed Winterberg
was too early to determine whether the
of Covington.
voter turnout would be heavy. But
In other districts, the incumbents and
Bremer Ehrler, a county clerk and
their challengers included:
member of the board of elections, said
—1st District: Democratic incum"thc weather is perfect" and predicted
bent Carroll Hubbard was expected to ,
"we will have a pretty good turnout."
defeat Republican challenger Bob
Democrats were predicting a Jimmy
Bersky of Sturgiss.
Carter sweep in Kentucky while
—2nd District: Natcher, a long-time
Republicans maintained they could win
?resident Ford `in r -veteran of-the House,4eeed les toughest- - -the
challenged in years in Republican
'cliffhanger"election.
William Baker, a state senator from
Incumbents were expected to hold
Glasgow. Natcher is seeking his 13th
onto their seats in all of Kentucky's
(See Turnout,Page 6)

Huddleston Predicts
Good Burley Prices

WASHINGTON—An overall decline
in burley production this year should
mean good prices for Kentucky's
140,000 Burley tobacco farmers during
the upcoming marketing season, Sen.
Walter( Dee) Huddleston said today.
The Kentucky senator, who is
chairman of the senate subcommittee
on the.... kgricultural production,
marketing, and stabilization of prices,
'said the Dept. of Agriculture has
predicted. an increase in Kentucky.

Bluegrass C. B.
Club Plans
Coffee Break
The semi-annual "Coffee Break" of
the Bluegrass State C. B. Club will be
held Saturday, November 6, from 5:00
to 11:00 p.m. at Beshear Gym,
University School Building, Murray
State University.
Grand prizes to be awarded will be a
Browning Golden Eagle Mark III, Gem
TrOnics GTX 36 23 Channel Mobile, and
a D-104 Power Mike, according to
Hawley Bucy, president of the club.
Trophies will be presented in the
following categories: Largest in State,
Largest Out of State, Best Dressed in
State, Best Dressed Out of State,
Fartherest Traveled Club ( air miles),
Best Dressed Child (eight years and
under), and Club with six members and
Fully Dressed.
Live entertainment will be furnished.
Bingo; door prizes, etc., will be
featured', according to Bucy. The club
will be monitoring Channel 21 and
plenty of parking and seating will be
available at the gym.
For information persons may call
Bucy at 492-8126', Norma Harrell at 7539682, Samuel Outland at 753-5240, or
Ricky Alexander at 753-4079.
The Bluegrass Club recently made
donations of $1043 cash to one family -and
groceries to other families. The funds
were derived from the coffee break
held last summer and from the benefit
musical show held with the Benton and
Hardin C. B. Clubs.

burley production from 431 million
pounds to 437 million pounds.
The total production in the six state
burley belt, Huddleston added, is expected to drop from 639,000,000 pounds
to 629,000,000 pounds.
"This overall decline in production,
coupled with an outstanding flue-cured
market and predictions of high-quali:y
tobacco, indicates good prices for individual farmers," the senator added.
Huddleston also pointed out that the
USDA predicts production per acre will
be up five pounds. The official government price support level for the upcoming marketing season will be 81.09
per pound.'
Huddleston said he does not foresee.
any congressional action at this time
regarding the support price.
"But I do look for a good year at the
tobacco markets throughout the
Commonwealth," he concluded.

Colson Indicted
In Paris, Tenn.
Jinuny Wade
PARIS, Tenn_
Colson, 32,' of Hazel.. was indicted
Monday on a first-degree murder
charge in the slaying last March • of
Rodger Dale Moon of Paris
This is the second time the Henry.
County Grand Jury has returned an
indictment on the same murder charge.
Colson was first indicted in May , and
las trial was set for September.
But on the day before the trial Lk as to
begin, defense attorney Julian Guinn
pointed out that Colson's name yi as
misspelled in the indictment Cu-cult
Court,Judge Dick Jerman ordered that
the case be brought before the i;rand
jury again. This tune the
remained the same, but the name was
spelled correctly.
Moon, 23, died at Jackson-Madison
County General Hospital a week after
being struck with a pool cue during
March 8 fight at the Burger Bar in
Paris.

Attending the organizational meeting of the County Volunteers for the
forthcoming March of Dimes campaign held at the First Presbyterian Church, Murray, were,left to right, back row, Nancy Haneline, Coldwater United
Methodist Church, Kendy Taylor, First Presbyterian Church, Kevin Bowen
president, Beta Club, Calloway County High School. Cresti Bury, service
project cisairperson, Beta Club, front row,•Oleter Leffler, Hazel, ,W illing
'Workers Club, Marge Hinman, chairperson df Cuunty March of Dimes. and
Rev. Julian Warren, minister of Lynn Groye and Goshen United Methodist
Churches.
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Montgomery
Home Srene
Club Meeting
Miss Mary Montgomery

"Dave AM)
Class Feast Not
Their Taste
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by Chicago Tobune-N. V NI*s Syncl I nn

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I belong to a gourmet
cooking club that meets once a month. We are six middleaged married couples who enjoy learning how to prepare
foods of the various foreign countries.
Recently, the conversation has turned more and more to
sex, which has made my husband and me very uncomfortable. One couple keeps talking about "group sex." At first I
thought they were kidding, but now I'm not so sure.
Last evening we learned how to make a typical Mexican
meal, and the subject scot...around to '"hot stuff," and they
were back on sex iga6f several other couples seemed
interested in the group-sex idea.
Abby, we aren't prudes, but we couldn't remain in the
club if they ever went for group sex.
I'm afraid if they put it to a vote, we'd be outvoted. Then
what would we do?
OLD-FASHIONED COUPLE
DEAR OLD-FASHIONED: Resign. Tell them their kind
of smorgasbord doesn't suit your taste.
DEAR ABBY: I am being married seen at a. beautiful,
formal church wedding, but something came up yesterday
that disturbs me terribly.
My future mother-in-law told me that Delia, my future
sister-in-law, who is coming to town for the wedding, plans
to nurse her 4-month-old baby during the wedding ceremony! The baby's feeding time is the same hour as the
ceremony, which Delia doesn't want to miss, and she feels
she just can't skip her baby's feeding.
I don't want any babes in arms at my wedding, Abby.
They could cry and carry on and ruin the wedding. I've seen
it happen. And I surely don't want anyone to nurse her
baby during my ceremony!
Delia is very.obese and tikes to draw attention to herself.
I hate to get -off on the wrong foot with my fiance's family,
so what should I do?
BOILING OVER
DEAR BOILING: Ask your future mother-in-law to urge
Delia to either leave her baby home or stay home with it.
And request that she leave your name out of it.
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem that may not seem like
much to you, but it's more than enough for me.
I am a 17-year-old girl, weigh 130 pounds and am 6 feet
tall. That's my problem. I'm just too tall.
i have tiev-ere.had a boy.friend. an that's _ what I really
want.
Friends, both girls and boys, say I have a pretty face and
a beaming personality, and they are forever trying to fix
me up with dates, but it's always just a one-night thing.
My mother says that one day the right man will come
:along, but I'm doubtful. Can you give me sometips on how a
tall girl can get steady male companionship? I'm really
-desperate.
TALL AND LONELY
DEAR TALL: Lift up your chin, throw back your
shoulders and think of yourself as a beautiful, longstemmed model. Keep a smile on your beaming face, forget
about yourself and concentrate on the other person.
Don't feel sorry for yourself, don't slouch, and NEVER
mention your height. Show a genuine interest in fellows
who are shorter than you. IGood things sometimes come in
small packages.)
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self•addressed, stamped (24t) envelope.

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Thursday,November 4
National Organization for
Women will meet at the
was hostess for the meeting of
United Campus Ministry
Concord
the
New
building at seven p. m. All
Homemakers Club held
persons interested in the
October 13 at one p. m. at her
feminist movement are inhome with the president, Mrs.
Kappa Department, Murray vited.
Stubblefield,
Charlie
Woman's Club, will meet at
presiding.
All diabetics, their relatives
The lesson on 'rime For 7:30 p. m. at the club house
The Things You Enjoy" was wth Carla Rearoat as and friends, are urged to
attend a meeting at the
presented by Mrs. Bessie program chairman.
Calloway County Public
Dunn who said to analyze your
KSALPN District 17, Unit 1, Library at 7:30 p. m. for the
days closely for any wasteful
leaks, make a plan, evaluate will meet at Westview Nursing purpose of organizing a local
chapter to serve diabetics in
and adjust this plan to best fit Home at seven p.m.
Calloway County and the
your needs, and alternate
area.
surrounding
"stand up" jobs with "sit
Murray Assembly No. 19
down" work.
Order of the Rainbow for_Girls
Th‘rsday,November 4
Mrs. Curtice C,00klarti'wilLiker*lifilbW4P4t,-„at.the
Swine,. Flu Immunization
devotion on 'The-Ste
Clinic will—be-at Calloway
_
2611fridtkieVi.!..
of the Earth" and read'Me'
County Health Center from
scripture from Psalms 24:1-6.
Murray TOPS Club will four to eight p. m.
Reports were given by Mrs. meet at Immanuel Lntheran
Effie Edwards,secretary. The Church at seven p.m.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
recreation was directed by
will meet at the home of Mr.
Mrs. Rainey Lovins.
No clinic will be at Calloway and Mrs. Ned Wilson, 317
The hostess, assisted by
Health Center as North Fifth Street, at seven p.
County
Mrs. Darrell Mitchell, served
m.
for election.
closed
refreshments to the twelve
members and three guests
World Wide Homemakers
Wednesday, November 3
who were Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs.
Club will meet with- Paula
Students
International
Steve Chadwick, and Mrs.
Morton at seven p. m.
Jean Cloar, county agent in Meditation Society" will have
lectures
at
3:30
p.
m.
and
free
home economics.
.Calloway County- 14IrarY
The next meeting will te 7:30 p. m. in Room 2064 Roy - Board of Trustees is scheduled Stadium,
MSU.
Stewart
p.
m.
in
November 10 at one
to meet at the public library at
the home of Mrs. Hazel
p. m.
seven
Exhibition of works by
Manley.
Providence,
Manley,
Robert
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
R. I., weavings by Cynthia E. Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Easley, Bowling Green,
Ellis Community Center at
paintings by Donald R.
p. m.
7:30
Dugger, Owensboro, and
photography by Katherine
Garden Department,
Dugger, Owensboro, will be on Murray Woman's
Club, will
display through November 10
meet at 1:30 p. m. at the club
Overbey except for Manley On house.
Lyda
Mrs.
presided at the meeting of the November 7, at Clara M.
Dexter Homemakers Club Eagle Gallery, MSU.
Women of the Murray
held October 14 at the Dexter
Moose Lodge are scheduled to
Cooperating
Murray
Community Center with Mrs.
meet at eight p. m.
May Denny reading the Preschool Parents will meet
school.
p.
m.
at
the
seven
at
scripture followed by prayer
Ellis- Center will be open
by Mrs. Brook Collie.
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for
bridge
game
Charity
-The New Metric System"
for senior citizens with work
was the subject of the lesson Arthritis Foundation will be on the bazaar and table
presented by Mrs. May sponsored by Murray Open games,latter at one p. m.
Duplicate Bridge Club at the
Denny.
The club voted to have a Ellis Community Center at
All-American Concert by
rummage and bake sale on 7:30 p. m.Cost will be $2.50 per
Saturday, person and all bridge players Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
and
Friday
Alpha music fraternities will
November 5 and 6, from nine are welcome.
te at8:15 p. m. in Recital Hall
a. m. to four p. m. at the
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens Annex, Price Doyle irte Arts
Dexter Corrimunity Center to
will
meet at St. Johirs Center, MSU.
raise funds for a new dining
Episcopal Church Center,
table for the center.
Tractor Pull, sponsored by
Mrs. June Pritchett, Main and Broach Streets,
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity,
secretary, gave her report. A Murray at one p.m.
will be at seven -p. m. at the
visitor was Mrs. Jean Cloar,
and Exposition
Livestock
Work day for the bazaar for
count-yr agent in- . home
Senior Citizens will be at St. Center, College Farm Road.
economics.
Refreshments were served John's Center from ten a. m.
by Mrs. Collie. Other mem- to three p.m. Call 753-9725 by
bers present were Mrs. Lula 9:15 a. m.for transportation.
Parish, Mrs. Shirley Jackson,
Bowling for senior citizens
Mrs. Luna Ernstberger, and
TIDWELL BOY
Mrs.Irene Mitchuson.
will be at Corvette Lanes at
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney T.
The next meeting will be 1:30 p. m.
Tidwell, Salem Church Road,
November 11 at 9:30 a. m. at
the Dexter Center.
Nature's Palette Gardzn Mayfield Route Seven, are the
Club will meet at the Ellis parents of a baby boy,Rodney
Community Center at ten I. Garth, weighing eight pounds
FOR THE DIETER
Few dishes are simpler to m. Each one is to bring a sack twelve ounces, born on
Thursday, October 28, at 10:29
prepare or more beneficial for lunch.
a. m. at the Murray-Calloway
the dieter than baked chicken
Murray - Open Duplicate County Hospital.
thighs. Simply rub salt,
The father is employed at
freshly ground pepper and a Bridge Club will meet at
General Tire and Rubber
the
Gleason
Hall
at
seven
p.
m.
little soy sauce into the skin.
Company,Mayfield.
Place in ungreased baking
Grandparents are Mr. and
Flint Baptist Church
dish, skin side up, and bake at
375 degrees for 35-40 minutes. Mission Groups will meet at Mrs. J. T. Tidwell of Mayfield
Route Seven and Mr.and Mrs.
The National Broiler Council, Seven p. m.
Charles Harrison of Kirksey
notes that they're excellent
Che•Ty Corner Baptist Route One. Great grandhot or cold and each thigh
Church
Women, Baptist parents are Mrs. Algie Tidwell
contains only about 120
Young Women, and Acteens Tabers, Farmington Route
calories.
One, Mrs. Lottie Cooper
will meet at 7%30 p.m.
Richie, Mayfield Route Seven,
A British general, Henry
Shrapnel, invented the shrapnel
Spring Creek Baptist Young Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Harrison,
'shell. It is fired by a time fuse
Women are scheduled Co meet Fulton, and Mrs. Fooks White,
in midair, scattering fragments
Murray Route One.
at seven p. m.
over a large area
Tuesday,November 2
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p. m. at the club house
with the program by Miss
Clara Eagle.

Frances Whitnell Is Named
As "Woman Of The Year"
Frances Whitnell was
named 1976-77 "Woman of the
Year" by the Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club, according to
Madelle Talent, chairman of
the committee for National
Business Women's Week, who
made the announcement at
the annual prayer breakfast
held by the club at Perkins
Pancake House on Sunday
morning,October 24.
Miss Whitnell has been a

member of the Murray B&PW
Club for _twenty years and is
head of the bookkeeping
department at the Peoples
Bank of Murray, Ky., Inc. She
is an active member of the
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Guest speaker at the breakfast was Neva Gray Allbritten, past president of the
Murray Woman's Club and a
member of the state board of
the National Federation of

Dexter Club

Has _lleeting

At Center

Named as "Woman of the Year" by the Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club was Frances
Whitnell of the Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky., Inc.

Women's Clubs. She said
"woman has taken her place
beside man in responsibility;
and leadership and has lost
her shield of dependency, and
women's new freedom brings
new challenges, but also new
demands."
Also attending the breakfast
were Chris Graham, Katie
Outland, Marian Adams,
Lucille Thurman, Rubye Pool,
Dorothy Rogers, Betty Lou
Hill, Tot McDaniel, Euple
Ward, Doris Rowland, Elaine
Brown, Odelle Vance, Laura
Jennings, Linda Carter, and
guest, Betty Lowry.
Another social occasion held
during national business
week, coordinated by Madelle
Talent, chairman, Tot
McDaniel, Marian Adams,
Elizabeth Slusmeyer, Laurine
Doran,and Ruth Lassiter, was
the annual luncheon held ..on
Wednesday, October 20, at the
Colonial House Smorg4sbord.
Guests present were Debbie
Doran, Betty Atkins, Clarissa
Todd, Jean Kennedy, Susan
Cunningham, Joann Cavitt,
Bailey, Dorothy
Anna
McNabb, Lynn Erwin, Jo
Fielder, Marguerite Morgan,
Ruby Herndon, Jo Ann
Humphreys, Joy McKee, Jane
Boyd, Jean Murdock, Donna
Boyd, and Brenda Green, all
employees of the Peoples
Bank of Murray, Ky., Inc.,
and Lois Sanderson,secretary
at Memorial Baptist church.

YOUR
PHOTO

49c

Staff Pivot° bv David Hill

Pack 76 Has Meet

Per Pose In Living

Color

Cub Scout Pack 76 of North Webloes leading to the Arrow
Elementary School held its of Light.
Co-Cub Master R. B. Barton
first pack meeting on Thurdiscussed the relationship
sday,October 28.
Den Two presented the flags between Scouts and parents
arid the skit. Scoutmaster Dan and urged greater parent
Harrison explained the steps participation in Scouting.
,Scouts _ earning Bobcat
of _Cub Scouting to. the new
Scouts and parents. He badges from -Den Two were
discussed Wolf Achievements, Anthony Cloyce, Mike Rogers,
Bear Achievements, and and Mike Thompson.

BIRTHS TIN/WM
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Raymond Conklin of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. ICathryne Outland of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

For Original Print Only
*No Limit
*Groups Okay
*All Ages

Artcraft Studios
The Professionals
II S. 12th 753-003S
Free ParkIs. la bar

See Marjorie Major
Trove) Consultant

FAR LAMS TRAVEI, AGENCY
FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS- git4itta
No

Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature cell
I

.
110.1.11

753-GOGO (4646)

,41021

WI*, Neese Office Maw
711 Main Street
Merrsy,Itsehicky
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MOVIES IN MURRAY

Chicken Pickin'
Wednesdays
Dinner Box for:only $1.49

3Pieces of Chicken

Potatoes & Gravy
Coleslaw • Hot Roll
Reg.$1.99

Members of the Sixth Grade Class at Murray Middle School, taught by Cyndi Cohoon
substituting for Opal Howard, presented a Halloween play forthe fifth and sixth grades
on Friday, October 29. They are, left to right, first row, Russell Garland, Tim Brown,
Brian Doyle, Rochea Perry, Larry Adams, second row, Mark Futrell, Lisa Wilson, Kathi
Eyrich, Jo Anne Flipt, third row, Brad Cain, David Denton, Timmy Beane, Robert
Billington, Charles Woods, Steven McDougal, Glenda Fox, Missy Conner,loy Smith,
fourth row. Teresa Tinsley. Shay Guthrie, Kelly Thomas, Nkky Santagado, Donna
Rousse,Rex Monts, 1401erie Curry, and Alka Dhall.

Katucky fried Chicken®
JACK MARSHALL OWNER

FOR QUICKER SERVICE ON LARGE ORDERS CALL
Murray
753-7181
1113 Sycamore

Mayfield
247-6443
602 S. 6th St.

-
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Your Individual Horoscope

Wedding Planned

Coffee Cup Chatter

To

Married

0..). c:,?iversity of Kentucky
requires a strong sense of
County Extension Agents
purpOse, lots of time, a sense
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEM
fur Home Economies .
BER 3, 1/74
of humor, and the patience of
Be
a gracious hostess the a
look in the section in which
saint.
Physical
easy way. Eliminate as much,
your birthday comes and find benefits awaiting you.
requirements for success
work
what your outlook is, according CAPRICORN
as
possible
. Use
oversizet include good storage fatuiti
glasses to
elimina
te constan
Dec. V to Jan. 20) '
es
WV
to the stars.
Don't reject suggestions
eoathinag, toays
d
refillin
g
and
oversiz
e plates to tfroerasucrl
without giving them thorough ,
ARIES
and
large
avoid
the use of separate salad
consideration
You may
(Afar. 21 to Apr. 20)
for every room.
and bread and butter plates. was
You are always ambitious, overlook an idea which COULD
Also needed are a few enbe
develop
ed
Aecent
properl
y.
the table with overand this day will open new areas
sized drip-dry napkins for a forceable house rules defining
in which to profit by your know- Domestic concerns especially
eating areas, play areas, and
favored
.
how. Results may not be imdramatic effect.-Mildred W.
regular duties of family
mediate, however, so be AQUARIUS
Potts, LaCenter.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
members. - Maxine Griffin,
patient.
++
+
In whatever you do or say,
•
Clinton.
TAURUS
Childr
en
emphasize your most charming
generally
( Apr. 21 to May 2n
+++
misbehave for three main
You may be indecisivr noti, manner, which can outwit
Window Shades and Energy
competi
tion,
help
prevent
reasons
:
i
not knowing which way to turn,
1) They may feel
they are Unimportant unless Costs Window shades can save
but don't wait for "inspiration" friction. News of interest indicated.
to help you. Get going and let
they are the center of at- up to 15 wel,cent of the cost of
PISCES
heating and cooling homes,
past procedures guide you.
tention,
so they will often
(Feb. l to Mar. 20) )(Qt
according to a study by the
-GEMINI
misbehave to' get this at-_ ..
Even if hours are short -and
May 22 to June 21)
of
-tention. f2) They will .ofteli !Mania,—.Aostaate
Tendencies toward im- there is much to be acTechnology. The study found
misbehave when they are in a
pulsiveness continue. Make no complished, make time for
power struggle with parents. that in winter, a drawn shade
hasty judgments and don't efficient planning. A good
jump. to unwarranted con- period for revitalizing all inA power struggle occurs when can prevent from 24 to 31 per
clusions or you could make
the parent says, "You do that cent of the heat lest through
glass. In summer, a sunlit -•-•
serious errors.
because
I said do it," And uses
YOU BORN TODAY are
CANCER
window with'
a drawn shade
his size to make the child seem _a
endowed with outstanding gifts
(June 22 to July 23) 0(c)
(Iiyuis 410 54 per cent leas
leadersh
of
and,
ip
althoug
h
inferior
you
.
And
the 'child is
Excellent lunar influences!
Miss Marvbeth Caugraatigh
saying, "No, I won't, I don't total heat than an unshaded
Get into the spirit of things and prefer doing things in ydur own
window
way,
,
can,
the
teamwo
study"
when
rk
noted.
is
do your utmost to advance your
have to."(3) As a result of this
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss
Effectiveness measured in
interests. Creative pursuits required, cooperate with
power
struggl
Marybe
e,
th Cavanaugh to Stan Downs,son of W. T. Clowns and
if
the
child
remarka
ble
efficien
cy and good
this program-leads to energy
especially favored.
loses, he will often misbehave
the late Margaret Downs of Murray, has been.announced by
will. Your personality is of the
LEO
savings
of
8
per
cent during
to get back at the parent or
intense and dynamic type so
(July 24 to Aug. 231
heating and 21 per cent during her parents, Mr.and Mrs. John T.Cavanaugh of Murray.
whoever has made him feel
Both Miss Cavanaugh and Mr. Downs are 1975 graduate's of
You now have a chance to characteristic of the Scorpiocooling, the report states. The
inferior. The child says,
capitalize on some of your finest born, but here it is somewhat
Callaway CountyHigh School.
study
is based on a wellgifts, two being adaptability softened by a poetical and
"O.K., you win thisatime, but
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, December 10, at
insulated home with an
and a spirit of enterprise. But mystical side. When you "bury"
I'll
think
six p. m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church with Rev. Paul Welch
some
of
way
to
get
this
side
of
your
nature,
averag
Miss
Susan
e
amount
Kay Nanny of glass and
keep reins in check. Don't be
back." - Sue Fraser, Blirhowever, you can .become
no'shading devices prior to and Rev. Martin Mattingly officiating. Invitations will be sent.
overly aggressive. .
Mr.
and
Mt-S.-Mtn
overagg
lianny
C.
Coidwa
ressive
hypercri
,
-2300
ter
Rand;
Murray
,
tical
,
dwell.
----•
—
-- instalWon fffolfer Wades.
VIRGO
'
and given to sarcasm.
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
+++
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP‘Itt
Juanita Amonett,Paducah.
Somethi
think
to
ng
about,
yes?
only daughter,Susan Kay, to Jeffrey Lee Duman,son of Mr.
Slim tunics and tabards
"Personal matters may be You have
a keen sense of perand Mrs. Leonard Duman,Jr.,of Louisville.
slipped over turtle necks and
troubling you. Review them
and are always obSuccess
in
growing
calmly, completely. Perhaps ception
Miss Nanny is a 1976 honor graduate of Murray State Univer- Plaid flannel shirts look great
jective in your thinking; would
decorative plants in the home
you are overemphasizing make an excellen
with
sity
and
serving
is
in
any
the
Lieuten
Army
S.
U.
-of
as
Second
the
ant
a
season'
researc
t
s. probably depends as much
her,
certain angles. There is no real scientist or critic;
on
with her permanent station at Fort Knox. .
bottoms. Vests-long or short,
could also
The Twin Lakers Good Sam daughter, Ginger
need for anxiety.
good judgement in selecting
,- Mr. and
excel
statesm
as
an,
diploma
loose
Dunma
t,
Mr.
n,
1976
a
or
honor
gradua
snug,
UniverMurray
of
te
State
plain
or
LIBRA
Club
will meet at the home of Mrs. Jimmy D. Herndo
the
employ
plants
ed
as
on
as
skill
a
Loss
in
caring
Control
writer
or
busines
Repres
manager
s
entativ
.
n and
e
with
sity,
now
is
quilted
-are
still on the scene for them.
t sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Birthdat of: William Cullen
First, decide why Mr.'and Mrs. Ned Wilson, 317 daughters, Gina and Cheryl,
Reliance Insurance Company, Louisville.
for fall. Sweaters and T-shirts
A generally good outlook. But Bryant, eAmer.
North
Fifth Street, on Thur- Mr. and Mrs. Ned Wilson,
you want house plants. Do you
author, editor.
tackle all "musts" before unMr.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, January 1, 1777, at the are a great look this season.want them only for use as sday, November 4, at seven p. and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, Mr.
dertaking new activities home of the bride-elect's parents.
Dean Roper, Courthouse,
m.
,
decorative accessories? Or
many of which promise to be
and Mrs. John Bowker, Mr.
All members of the camping and Mrs. Jack
unusually attractive.
;-;-:-:-:-:,-:-:-:-:-:-:•:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:•:•:;:;:;:::4:;:;:.-:::;:4:;:;:::;:-.!;:;:::::::::::::;:•:•:•:.:-:-:•:•x-x-:-:-:* Mayfield.
are you interested in growing
Wagar and
4_
+
...
+
SCORPIO
and tending the plants as well club are urged to attend as grandson, Mickey Hill, Mr.
"* .
_ v
y„
You can remove rust stains
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Mr*
as in-displaying theni---11- you- ..plans will be made for the and Mrs, Andy. Roger& and
* in sinks or tubs by dissolving 1
A better day and better
want plants only as decorative November campout and children, Greg and Lori, Mr.
possibilities than may seem
teaspoon of oxalic acid
accessories, buy them for December Christmas party, a and. Mrs._ Bob Randolph and
apparent at first. Planetary
Lyndia Cochran, Kaye
their apperance. Get healthy, club spokesman said.
son, Michael, Mr. arid Mrs.
influences should stimulate Taylor, and Jane Wagar,local
The club held its last Bill Hill, and Mr.
well-formed plants that are
your ambitions and your in- dance instruc
and Mrs.
the
spot.
rust
Viheri
the
spot near the size that you need for campout OctOber 22,23, and 24 Hunter
tors, .attended
centive.
Love.
has
been
removed, you should decorat
the meeting of the Southern
SAGITTARIUS
ive effect. Water the at Piney Campground in the
,jviti40
neutralize . with. household,
Association Of Dante ttasterS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "
plants- regularly until their' Land _Between the,Lakes with .
. .•
amoniO and rinse thoroughly.
A good period for revitalizing held at the Ftivermont Hotel at
To make cinnamon topping
appearancebecomes un- Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Adams
,;fis:l!fX
all projects, for capitalizing on Memphis, Tenn., on Saturday
-Judy Hetterman,Hickman.'
for
as
any,
wagotun
nut
asters.
bread, combine 2
satisfactory, then replace
unusual ideas and revamping and Sunday.
+++
-%
Attending were Mr. and tablespoons sugar, 1 tablespoon
By MRS.W.P. WILLIAMS
them with neW plants. If you
outdated methods. Many hidden
The process of teaching
all purpose flour, 1 teaspoon
David McLain of the Cinare interested in growing Mrs. Adams and daughters, ground
Wasn't that wonderful rain established before
cinnamon, and 2
children to help at -home
cinnati Ballet Company was
•
Angel
and
Melissa
,
,Mr.
the
and
cold
house
plants
and
keepin
g
tablespoons melted butter or
the ballet master, and Eddie that fell the first of the week, wea;her and with the root
I am pleased to announce
Mrs.
Jimmy
Graha
m
,them
and margarine.
in good condition year
Zawacki from Luigi Jazz The plants were soaked down .system by spring, they are -ir
that -in Murray, the exafter year, you must decide
Center of New York City was to the tiniest roots. That gives fine clinditia to begin puttine
clusive dealer for my
how much attention you .can
them a good start for winter. out new growth and Worn.
the jazz teacher.
original paintings is
In
give
them. Are you able, or
Now,
mulch
them
good
and the fall the soil and weather
Steve Coleman of Paducah,
'willing, to adapt some part of
ZOE
•'
p eclat
Rack in the year 1631, an
a former Murray 'State spread the mulch out around seem to be more favorable
article no larger than a 50 cent your home to the needs of the
University student and dance the plant. Then they will, be work in the yard
ready.to stand_ all that winter piece was sold for more than -house' plants? Or would you
pupil Of -MS. Cochran,
Bypass 121, Murray
Perennials, the flowers that $4,300- A jewel? No A gold rather restrict -your choice of
has to give. lithe shrub is tall,
auditioned for Mr. McLain it would
be wise to stake it and bloom year after year, are nugget"' No. The article which plants to those that tolerate an
and was granted a full all new
trees or any tall' usually better when planted .n sold for the price which to- environment that is comscholarship to study ballet gangling plant
would benefit the fall. Many. of them do not day could buy a new car. was fortable • to
hutpan
with the Cincinnati Ballet by staking.
bloom the first year and need -a single tulip bulb'
inhabitants? This last course
Holland
In
,
the
period
Company beginning in
from
the,
year's
growth to put on
Someone has asked me
1634
1637 was called the of action is- probably the
January.
about planting Sweet Peas. It buds. So by planting in the fall "era to Tulipo
We shall also accept comof
mania;" when wisest. Many house plants will
Mr. Cochran and son,Chad, is better to wait until early they make a good strong plan; many
missioned
work on
men and women sold -survive
under adverse
the
first
spring
and
spring
and by the next everything they owned for a household conditi
Mr. Taylor accompanied
to do the actual plantrequest.
ons. For best
the women to Memphis.
ing but the ground should be spring are ready to put on a handful of tulip bulbs.
results, however, supply the
prepared now. We will have show.
-Today, thanks to the ef- enviro
nment-light, temficiency of Holland's bulb
some beautiful.. days during
It is amazing how so mail
peratur
e,
and humidity -- that
growers
you
,
can landscape
November and the ground will annual
s survived the
your spring garden and make is rteortunended for each
be in good condition for
frosts of last week I has
if a kaleidoscope of color plant.-Jean Cloar, Murray.
digging Make a trench about
nasturtiums, petunias al;,1 from March through May two feet deep and fill with a
marigolds blooming away as for a few dollars.
mixture of soil, peat moss and
Now, before the first frost
Beauty Boutique
if nothing happened. The I n
barnyard manure. If that in
patiens were hurt and !,-ok of winter, is the time to plan
Formerly Charm Beauty Salon)
not obtainable, use plenty of
pretty wilted and of yours( I and plant that arbor or border
humus and add some comwhich will delight the eye of
Call Edith Sledd. Jackie Morris,
ha-tibias were lost Flu
the beholder when "spring
mercial fertilizer Then in
althoug
h
Lois Snow, Diane Sutler
March plant your seeds. I summe I • hate to see Ito has sprung."
r flowers leave
Suzette Vaughn or Sylvia Thomas at
When shopping for tulip
mean EARLY MARCH. They think
we all' need 'a resp:te bulbs, be sure to include the
are a cool weather flower, yet
from the labors olilardening. types which bloom in early,
they need full sun. They have
including the plants Now ,ifer mid and late spring so that
been neglected in the past few a rest
they will be ready to you can enjoy continuous
years and are a lovely come
for an appointment
back in all their glory flowering. Also, blend the tall
blosso
m, blooming freely. and I know I
Appointments Not A/svays Necessary
am ready for Ow with the small,and the simple
They will need some support rocking
with the more exotic classes,
Open Mon Sat 8 to 4 Late by appointment
chair
for a few cold Your garden supply dealer
as the runners are two to three months
will
Dixieland Center
Then
I
will
be
reach show you pictures of tulips
feet long
Next to JuDons:. Bags & Beads
too, I just can't wait in
so that you can see how your
I prefer fall for all planting spring
to get out in the garciiii, spring garden will look.• •
of new shrubs or trees. They and
go to work. That is he
You also should visualize
have time to get themselves way
it should be. s.
how the colors you select
will appear when the tulip'
Frances Drake

irotzt

(
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Twin Lakers Good Sam Club To
Meet Thursday At Wilson Home

+++

Arl

Local Dance
Instructors
At Meeting

arden Patti nsLreits ,n.t.sioluctuiponwarproavnedr
•tt

•

The Era Of
Tulipomania

Comprehensive

(Oc(asion,Ctb.

ELECTION
COVERAGE

7ft)".`
1
ko

7-/a

WKMS—FM 91.3

Tuesday Aor. 2 7PM to 1 :411

tlu Zone

Light
Fixtures

753-7598

Trim down for holiday fun
and fashion!

is the time to
begin your
Pre-Holiday shape up
Et beauty program.
Now

Call for a free trial visit
753-6881.

United
Figure
Salon
Dixieland Center

Dr. And Mrs. Sparks Are Hosts
For Chapter M PEO -Luncheon

Twenty-two members and LaFoll
ette, John Querguests enjoyed a potluck Iermnu
s, George Hart and the
dinner at the home of Dr. and hosts.
Mrs. Harry M. Sparks on
Sunday, October 31, at 1:30 p.
STUFFING CELERY
m. Husbands of members
Try stuffing celery ivith
were the special guests.
Chicken-Liver Pate'. Put a
Yellow chrysanthemum half pound of- cooked livers
arrangements centered the and a hard boiled egg in the
two large tables with white blender. Add this to a package
linens. Nature arranged the (3 oz.1 of - softened cream
outside setting for the lakeside cheese, minced parsley, a bloom togethe Some
comr
home- rippling water on one tablespoon of grated onion,
a binations can clash, but, with
side and a colorful pattern of dash of pepper and
32 so many hues available, it's
leaves on the trees and ground teaspoon salt. Makes about ,fairly easy_ to find those
1harmonize
on the landward side.
'2 cups pate'or enough to stuff which
Arrangiment of your plantBefore the meal, the in- 24 pieces of celery. The
ing-is important. Bulbs of the
vocation was given by Rev. National Broiler Council says same variety
and color create
Henry McKenzie. Mrs. Harlan the pate' will
keep in the an exciting visual impact,
-.-.Hodges assisted Mrs. Sparks tefrigerator two three
whereas tulips growing in a
to
days
single row look much too
in arrangements.
unnatural. •
Those present.were: Dr.and
Quick delicious soup and • Lotv growing tulips look
Mrs. McKenzie, Mr. and Mrs. cheese
combos: shredded best along the outer edge of
Paul Sturm, Mr. and Mrs. Cheddar
cheese on cream of
. the flower bed, while the talLewis Bossing, Mr. and Mrs. tomato
; shredded Swiss on ler varieties-are most attractive
Larrie Clark, Mr. and Mrs. pea soup
in large clusters. Plant tulips 0or ham and potato 8
inches deep and 6 inches aHub Oakley, Mr. and Mrs. chowde
r; Monterey Jack or part and add bone meal to the
Harlan Hodges, Dr. and Mrs. Provolone
on chili-beef soup: soil to help fertilize the bulbs
L. J. Hortin, Dr. A. H. Tit- Brick
cheese on bean soup;
Be aure,lo plari1.4.aux..4141
sworth, Mesdames Paul and Muenste
rAtiPterich Onion bitibs 6efo70- the first frost
Heise, Olga Freeman, A. C. soup with
and, come spring - Happy
French bread. ,
'Tiptoeing!

1/2 PRICE
SPECIAL

Fireplace Glass Enclosure
Wednesday Thru Saturday (This Week)

$8995
Custom Drapes
Unfinished Furniture

20% Off
15% Off

Bel-Air Decor Store
SAN Street -

753-3642
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Agree Or Not

1Garrott's Galley

Murray High Band
Deserves Praise
The Murray High School
Marching Band has reaped yet
Another honor for itself as well
as the local community by
.being. crowned the Kentucky
State Marching Band Champion.
. The honor was earned by the
local group of young people at
the Festival of Champions held
at Murray State University

Letter To The Editor

Thanks
Dear Editor:
On behalf of myself and the staff of
the Calloway County Health De_partment I want to thank you for the fine
way you have promoted the swine flu
immunization program.
As a result of your efforts we immunized 7600 people in ourclinic. We
feel that it was a very successful
program.Thank you!
Sincerely,
R. L. Cooper,administrator
Calloway County Health Department

Federal Level
U.S. Sta. Walter ''Dee" Huddlieston ID)
332711hisen Building
Washington, 0 C. 20510
U.S. San. Wendell H Ford i Di
4121 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll

Hubbard, Jr (CO
423 Came Mtn. Office Building
-Weehingtee, D. C. 20515
"All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by.clialing
202 224 3121 where a U S. Capitol
. operator will connect _you with the official of your chorce

State Level
D[

State Capitol Building
Frankfort, Ky. 40601,
er
Route 7, MayfisM, Ky. 42966
State Rep. Kenneth C Imes
State Cattol Building
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Dr
201 S. 3rd St., Murray, Ky. 42071
State Rep. Lloyd C Clapp (D)
State Capitol Building
Frankfort, Ky 40601
or
P. 0. Boo $S, Mingo, Ky. 47081

.

Bible Thought
For Today

It is good for me that I have
been afflicted; that •I might
learn thy statues. Psalm 119:71.

Suffering can be a merciful
teacher when it causes us to
•trust in God.

10 Years Ago
Winter arrived in Murray and
Calloway County,this morning with a
chilling 22 -degrees reported at six
o'clock. Snow flurries were evident
throughout this morning.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Hontus
McCuiston, age 72, and Mervin Bailey,
age76., •
,. Miss Lillian Watters, private piano
teacher and organist at' the First

. 1.3ppOsl Church.islepistreslin special,,
story today written by Jo Burkeen. She
-has resigned-as organist at the church
after--serving for over twenty years
without pay. A special love offering will
be received by Miss Watters from the
church members on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purdom, Sr., of
1Viprray announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter, Patricia
Belote, to Thomas Irvin Miller, son of
Mrs.E.Crabtree of Elizabethtown.
Betsy Spnmger, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger,has bePn plecteri as
secretary of the junior class at Murray
State University.

Open Letter- II T9
Governor Julian Carroll

This Is A Ratty Story
_4t
If Ever There Wa, One

By M.C.Garrott
Mancil Vinson has become a regular
Saturday night.
Pied Piper. A few nights ago, he had
It adds another feather to the
some 85 pounds of live rats follow him
cap of this hard-working group
all the way home from Lexington, and
of young men and women, who
he wasn't even playing a flute. .
Mancil, who directs the alumni afare guided by band director Joe
fairs at Murray State, was attending a
Sills and --assistant directors
alumni meeting in the Helen
Buddy Light and Frank Sch- . state-wide
King Alumni House of the University of
wab.
Kentucky campus when he was called
Everyone directly connected—le the telephone____
•
with the MHS band has
On the line back here in Murray was.
Dr. Tom Posey, a member of the
dedicated many long, tedious
psychology department at the
hours to preparation for the
He had a problem. He
university.'
contests in which the band
needed Mancil's help.
participates. Many of these
At an air freight office in Lexington
hours have been "above and
were 85 pounds of live rats which had
been ordered for the psychology
beyond the call of duty."
laboratories at Murray State for
We tip our hats to the Murray
research work and experimental
High School Marching Band
projects. The rats already had been on
And take pride in the fact that
the road"—rather, in the air—for 24
they, have brought another
hours. They had been misrouted to
—honor--to-our -c-ommunity,
cington frortijmodison, Wise. Poseywas afraid they would be lost unless
they could be delivered in Murray'
pretty quick. kthe labs don't get them
within three 'days after shipping,
generally they are too sick to use.
He was desperately trying to get
someone from the campus who happened to be in -the Lexington area to

HOW 'To Reach
Your Elected Officials

. _same Sen. Richard Weisenberger

Allot tc.- and ottoutto.ded arta le.
tho, pipe are pre.ernett lot
of plot It/1141 itteuni for the tree exchange fit differing
Hc.ctt• latter. hi the editor .n responNe tit editorials ond
pIrmnirtrd-nrhicirrlirrric-ourartiti
l'ht editor. 01 the. nect,paper htrootgli helie,t• that It. tuna
coition:sled artii 'lest. to on4 thoce chich parraliel'thr editorial
,c.:,optiv tit the. nett spaper could tic &own.'
to our reader,
/".•
urge reader., chit titi not agree aith an editorial stand,
to resPorld
flIfitaftf,
dual artier
aftd
"
'
.ctit
Li
S on the {milli ular in.pe being di
.
, ilit.ett

said, "the lady told me they were a
By S. C. Van Curon
VAN CURON
small outfit, just getting started and
operating out of their garage. Then she
This is the second open letter that I leave it up to Commissioner McClure.
started lugging out the rats-85 pounds
You were out of the office and could not
have written you within the last few
of them in six boxes. Before she put
be reached.
days about the lease deal the state
them in the wagon, though,she said she
You have had a good record as a
Finance Department has made with
had better feed them and dropped a big __Development Land Company for the old
legislator, speaker of the house,
Irish potato into each box. This, she' James E. Pepper Property near lieutenant - governor and now as
std, provided them not only with food
governor. Public opinion seems to be
Lexington.
but enough water to make the trip to
Murray."

If I understand terms of the lease,
and I think Finance Commissioner
+++
Russell McClure has explained them
Mandl %vigil yet ready to head for
thoroughly to thipress,the state will be
home, however. He still had another
paying an animal rental of $321,816 per
unpleasant situation to face up to. His
year in rent for the portion of the
wife, Ann, had made the trip with him.
property it is renting. This is only about
While he had been at his meeting, she
$14,000 less than the company is
had been keeping an appointment with
recorded paying for the entire
a doctor. He was to pick her up at her
property.
mother's home.
In addition to this governor, state-Ann is deathly afraid of rats and
paid workmen are clearing out timbers
Mice," he laughed, "and I knew she
used for storing whisky barrels so the
would go into hysterics at the very
property will be suitable for state use.
thought of riding ,in a station wagon
McClure says he has negotiated a deal
with 85 pounds Of live rats.
with Robert S. Miller and his associates
A didn't tell her until the verv last
-whet cby Land Development Company;
before
we
minute
headed home," he
over a threeyear period, will deduct
went on,"and not then until she noticed
$20,000 in equal monthly payments
the boxes. I didn't think for a while that from the rent to reimburse the state for _
I was going to get her into the station
this prepaid work.
wagon.She finally did when!convinced
that it was the only way we were
g!oing to get home, which we had to do.

her

With

a whimper, she got into the front

Governor, this secondary deal
amounts to a $20,000 interest-free loan
over the three-year period. What a

deal?
If the state- holds the lease for-three
years on this property, and it would be
I wasn't aware of this, but Ancil and expensive to move in a. shell time, the
misgivings, he agreed to pick up the
rodents and bring them down the Ann soon found out that rats in that owners have the opportunity of tripling
turnpike in the university station wagon confined quantity can give off a most their investment.
t
odor.
As I understand the- deal, M
ure
te wds
-.We tried several things to adjust the
+++
rented the property without advertising
The "air.freight office" turned out to ,,entilation," he. said, "but nothing for'bids. He declared an emergency in
(irked until we Cracked the windows
be a garage behind a private home,
the situation after conferring with
which he found after following detailed and opened the rear window a bit. That Commissioner Tom Harris of the
and complicated directions into the worked fine-Las long as we were Agriculture Department.
moving. Whenever we stopped for an
suburbs.
There apparently is no violation of
Mancil electric sigtial, fer gas _or at a toll the legal publication laws,or anylaw in
-When4 finally - fowl('
station, down came our • windows and this situation. However, governor, as
out would pop our heads for some fresh far as the public is concerned this is a
violation of the spirit of the law.
The rental price the state is paying
Arriving on the Murray campus'in
for warehouse space for- government
Natural gas has been turned into the
the wee hours Of the morning with their commodities at Winchester is around 50
gas mains in Murray west of Eighth
strange cargo, Mancil and Ann went
cents per square Root. The price at
Street, according to Jack Bryan
directly to the security office, where
Lexington is about $1.55 per square
superintendent of the Murray Gas
they had been told to deliver them. On
foot.
System-. All lines have been 'put into-.
duty was- Sheila Foster, a student
As I said in my first letter, governor,
place west of Eighth Street and north
worker and the night dispatcher. Like
"it isn't yolir enerniPs_who getyoUinto
andsouth within-the-city4imit6,Ann, Sheila can't'stand the sight of a trouble,it's your friends."
Cly Wells,clieclireskitclaY _
- rat-, but-she had been -told -te-expeet the -Governer, you hive, tar
-1m;
his home on Murray Route Three.
shipment.'She also had been told by peccable record since You have been in
r County farmers have been paid a
hired
Joe Green when she was
bring them home. It was just Maned's
lot to be the lucky fellow. With some

seat and-home we headed."

20 Years Ago ,

total of $138,700.02 in 1956 acreage
reserve soil bank payments, according
to 14,.

D. Wilson, chairman of the
Calloway County ASC Committee.
Parker's Food Market is observing
its third anniversary in its new building
on South Fifth Street, according to the
owners, J.0.and Joe M.Parker.
R. L. Ray Was honored with a dinner
birthday at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Galen Myers and Mr.
Myers.

.

+++

Chief
that she wOuld sometimes find herself
in untual situations. This,she figured,'
was simply one of them and took it like
a good policewoman should.
Dr. Posey was contacted, quicklycame, picked up his precious rats -and
carted them off into the night to Wells
Hall where the psychology folks keep
and study their rodentcolonies.

"I don't know who learned from
:whom on that trip," Mancil laughed,
-us or the rats."
Ann liad no comment.

office. You took the part of the people in

'

3

you have the power within your'
hands to cancel this deal, as Governor
Ford had the power to cancel the
chairlift deal.
There is no indication that you have
any connection whatever in negotiating
the lease: but the people hold you
responsible because you are the chief
magistrate of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
All of the blame will fall on your head.
It would be a,shame for a man with
your-potential to let-one deal bring you
down.
These memorable words of
Shakespeare seem appropriate:
"Good name in man and woman,

a

dear my lord, Is the immediate jewel of
their souls; Who steals my purse,steals
trash; 'tis something, nothing; T'was
mine, 'tis his, and has been slave to
thousands; But he that!Itches-Troth me
my good name Robs me of that which
not enriches him, and make me 'poor
indeed."
•
Again,Shakespeare is appropriate:
'1Us-above-all:-to-thine-own-solf-betrue, And it must follow,as the night the
day, Thou canst not then be false to any
man."

Letter To The Editor

Help Needra--Dear Editor:
,

Another Christmakteason is rapidly -

approaching—thetime oryear we most
enjoy being With family and friends.
However;for many thousands of
fellow' Americans this will be a very
lcinely Christmas; they cannot be with

our

farnilies
because they are
stationed overseas with the United
--States Armed- Forces.- For- - a -large
number of these young men and women
-this -3411 be the first Christmas away
fro
ym
our
home
rea
.
ders can help make this
holiday season a little less lonely for

ministration and later -cancelled by
cord. You waited for the court to tell
you the state had to pay the cost incurred by Ed Music after he got the
contract. The people liked this because
you were looking after the state's interests.
You haven't acted, or said anything
as of this date, Oct. 27, about the
present controversy. Your press
secretary told me you were going to

in the collection' of Christmas mail

many of these

young people by joining

sponsored by Military Overseas Mail.
This is an ideal project for school
classes,clubs, scouts, and other grdups
or organizations as well as individuals
and families.
more information,

Por

please send a stamped, self-addressed
envelope to MOM, Box 4428, Arlington,
VA 22204. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lee Spencer
Coordinator

Diet Plays Key Heart Role

Motorcycle High Risk For Riders

SECOND IN A

By F.J.L Blasingame. M.D.

Replealing laws requiring the use ot
Motorcycles continue to be dangerous motorcycle crashes in 1974. While
vehicles,A fact that must be recognized fatalities from motor vehicular ac- helmets appears to be a step in the
by their users and the general public.
cidents had leveled off in 1969 and been wrong direction.
Increasing
rider
education and
The increased cost of gasoline has dropping since 1972, fatal motorcycle
been an economic factorin encouraging
accidents have been increasing sharply strictly enforcing the traffic laws are
essential.
more frequent use of the motorcycle as since 1969.
a form of transportation.
—The more powerful the cycle, the
Q: Mrs. A. M. has an elderly friend
Even though these machines have
greater the risk of injury or death to the
been improVe4 mechanically and Made rider. Speed of big machines is a who, was recently swindled out of a
large amount of money. She' asks if
more attractive to the owner,the riders significant factor'in accident survival.
are largely unprotected with their —While motorcycles constitute 3.7 such is a common happening and if
bodies exposed potentially to severe
per cent of-registered motor vehicles something is being done about such
trauma. Strong, padded clothing and
and less than 2 pet cent of milei trieks.
A: The elderly are more vulnerable
helmets are the only sources or in- traveled in 1974, cycle riders accounted
sulation against injury in case of an for 7.3 per cent of all motor vehicular to con men and swindlers. According to
the_ American Association'of Retired
acctdent.
aceidaits.
While the use of safety helmets by
—Nationwide, about 90 per cent of all Persons, such swindles occur
riders is a legal requirement in most- motorcycle accidents bring injury or frequently. For example, in California
states, five of them have repealed such
death to the rider, as compared to during 1975 90 per cent of the fraud
helmet laws in recent months in spite of approximately 10 per cent of the victims were over 65 years of age.
.Senior citizens are often the victims of
head injuries continuing -to constitute a
automobile riders.
common type of serious trauma to
—While the under-25 age group robbery and violence. A subcommittee
"cyclists.
makes up one-third of the cycle owners of the U.S. House of Representatives W
The American Journal of Public
M California), it accounted for ,two- currently making studies of crimes
against the aged and plans to make
,Health I AJPH ) published facts thirds of the injuredcyclists.
recently which show that riding a
In a,n editorial, AJPH comments, recommendations to the Department of
motorcycle carries high risks such as "We all have a right, even an Health, Education and Welfare on
the following:
' obligation, to take steps to reduce the corrective measures.
—About 3,500 persons died in
damage audits consequences;"
Q: Mrs. S. L. wants to know why
women are supposed to need more irtm
in their diets than do men,and she asks
if milk is a good source.
A: Women who menstruate or lose
by carriers 12 25 per month payable in
The Murray Ledger 8 Times is
blood from any other site need iron to
advance By Tall in Calloway County
published every afternoon except Sun
replace that which is lost in the
and tO Benton Hardin Mayfield Sedalia
days July 4 Chefstmos Day New Yeats
henioglobin. Wornen who are pregnant
Farmington,
Ky
and
Ports
and
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
require iron for their own needs and
Buchanan and Putyeor .Tenn . 115 00
News.popers, Inc 103 N 4th St Murray
those of the fetus, especially in the last
per year By moil to other destinations
Ky_ 42071
130 00 per year •
three months of pregnancy. Human and
Member of Associated Press !ten
Seforid Odes Postage Paid Of Murray
cow's milk are good foods, but they are
•
lucky Press Association .and Southern
Ky-42071
low in iron. While iron tonics are
Newspaper Publishers Aspciotion
• SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
available, liver, meat ;irk) leafy green
vegetables are rich in iron.

The Murray- Ledger & Times

of

now the talk of the state. The people are
generally rliculAyea and disgit•tod

refusing to pay for the abortive chairlift contract let during the Ford ad-

Four Keys to A Healthy Heart

Let's Stay Well

that you should now stand up for the
people on this present lease deal that is

?-1
•

son. pumping 4,100 gallons a day.
One secret of its strength is that

By Alton Blakeslee
it is resting half the time, beand Jeremiah Stamler, M.D.
tween bats or pulses.
--A-rich diet plays p key role in
Your heart has a critical need
producing the Killer artery distor oxygen-rich, nourishing
many
atherosclerosis,
ease of
blood, and it takes some of each
human'studies show.
pulse of blood f* or itself. But Nacho'This means food high in
ture's engineeringfmade the two
lesterol and saturated fats.
prtipe heart of coronary arteries
Cholesterol is -a tat-like waxy
only about the size of pencil
Lu1104
material and is an essential life
lead. Thus they are vulnerable to 1
chemical. one of the sterols that
beLrig blocked .by fatty deposits
also include sex hormones and
or plaques forming on the inside
••P•0•4 •••••
vitamin D. It occurs IT all ani•••••••••••••••••••1
walls, preventing blood from
mal cells and therefaeIs always
reaching all the heart muscle
meat
when
you
eat
in Your diet
tissue The blockage can bring
manufacprOducts. Your body
on death oh heart tissue cells.
tures 'it from simpler suband pain or disability. or death.
stances. The reason the amount
Animal experiments have
of cholesterol in foottean be imshown tow many tact ars -inportant is that an inicess can easteract to aggravate the dangerily accumulate and enter artery
ous plaque process.
'walls .
Vor example, high blood presSaturated fats are mainly
sure does not produce plaques in
to
and
tend
origin,
animal
from
Levels ot blood cholesterol to onkeys. but changed their animals eating their,ordinary
'harden tit room temperature
hood, nor do nicotine or carbon
went down to normal former tat -rich diet to one low in
quickly
mainly
l'olyuns:oturaled fats. are
monoxide, important constituwas
months.
there
40
more
After
saturated
origin,
and
tots
and
choolesterol.
01 vegetable or fish
ents of tobacco smoke. But Olen
oh
size
the
reduction
in
marked
hut
a
coiniaming unsaturated tats
remain liquid at room temperai he animals are fed diets leading
plaques in the coronary arteries Vattv plaques t hat hatLformed
ture.
-to high let-els of blood t holesbeen
had
process
Ito' animals arteries melted
The dangers in our typically- The disease
tend, these other factors then
olo‘s n. grew smaller and less.
-High -tat, high -cholesterool diet halted and reversed. .
Markedly aggravate the process
ti.ing't'rt
ace borne • mt dramatically in exAt the University of Chicago.,
(if atheroselemsis.
The
artery
disease
olten
has
periments-with monkeys
Dr. RObert W.Wissler ted monThey probably damage the ar:tithe Univetity ttl toWa,-Drs. keys food tmm the kitchen ot the -!veil produe0d in ot tie. .iii
tery wall, setting it.up for easier
dogs,
including
rabbits,
William
ind
rats.
Armstrong
Mark
I.mversity .Ilospiral. the -Same
deposition of cholesterol
l'onnor, and associates fed mon- food patients ate. The Monkeys pigs. guinea pigs. chickens and
lowering the amount of choyolks.
pigeons.
just
through
ftseditig
keys a diet .rich in egg
ivy eliified at heroscierosis Mon - high.
Jeltorial in. the blood seems to
cluolesterol. high tat diets
very high in cholesterol and high keys- gn' food lower in lats and
work' by.. helping some of the
In the few studies where effects
After 17
in saturated fats
cholesterool had little rise in chi;
predup cholesterol move out
oil stopping such a diet were intwinths, one-I hint oil he moa•
lesterol. and lithle artery dis.
of the arteries, reversing the disvestigated. the plaque formation
keys were studied at autopsy e:ise
ease process, and halting acsN as reversed
'They had extensive atherocumulation of new cholesterol.
In a later experiment. Dr
A few facts about your-.heart
sclerotic lesions or plaques in
In studies with men and aniWissler and associates fed- mon- point up the danger in
arteries
their coronary arterws the armals, cholesterol in food waskeys a diet containing 2 per cent narrowed or blocked by
narrowed
or.
atheroteries were-badly
"ragged" with. radioactive
Aeinical cholesterol,' anti high sclerosis.
blocked, impairing easy blood
atoms, which can be detected
in butter fat and coconut oil fat.
Your he-art is a fantastic musflow
wherever, they go, but which
essentialhad
The
researchers
cle. about- Ape size of a man s
The rest oh the animals, who
Iv the same results as at Iowa fist. It beats. contracting And re- caused no harm to the biagy. Rahad also been fed this egg anti
dioactive cholesterol showed up
Cholesterol-rieh diet, then were After 12 months, one group of Liking. about,41.000 times a
athero- day. 36,million limes -a year, in their blood. And when athero-.
Switchtxtto a diet low in total fat monkeys had
sclerotie plaques were removed,
autopsy' sending- blood
journey
and cholesterol, ,or contatinifig scletwit, as shown at
the actual radioactive atoms fed
on
for
anhr
Continued
Wissler
through
60.000
miles
of
blood
unsaturatas
a
source
of
oil
corn
in the diet were found inside the
remaining
other
the
year
with
Niinsholest
vessels
in.
an-average-sized
ed fat wit
plaques. "
•is
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Taste-science breakthrough gives low tar MERIT
the flavor ofcigarettes having 60% more tar.
By locating certain flayor-rich ingredients
in cigarette smoke, ingredients that deliver
taste way out of proportion to
tar, researchers at Philip Morris
have disproven the the6ry that
cigarette flavor depends on the
amount of tar that goes withit.
They've discovered how topack flavor—unprecedented
flavor=into a cigarette that
delivers one of/the lowest tar
levels in smoking today. .
The discovery is called
'Enriched Flavor; It's extra
flavor, natural flavor, and only
MERIT has it.
•
Phillp Morns In, 1'

TestsVerify Taste
n tas-te tests involving thousands of
cigarette smokers like yo4rself,
MERIT was reported to
deliver as much—or more
taste than current low tar
leaders.
What's really startling is that
these brand5 have up to
60% more tar than MERIT
You've been smoking "low
tar, good taste" claims ION
enough.
Now smoke the cigarette. •
MER,IT. Incredible smoking
satisfaction at only 9 mg. tar.

9 mg tar: 0.7 mg nicotine av per cigar8tle by FTC Method

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 1
That Cigerette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
MERITand Mi RIT MENTIKX.

•4.11,
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Utah Murderer May Go
Before A Firing Squad

I Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Today
For J. R. McNutt

Wayne Redden Dies
Monday; Brother,
Mrs. Pat Rowland

a
psychiatric
PROVO,Utah(AP) — Gary schedule, according to his undergo
Mark Gilmore, a 35-year-old attorneys and Utah County evaluation to be completed
convicted murdere-r, may go Atty. Noahl T. Wootten, whose within five days.
Wayne Redden, brother of
No one has been executed in
before a-Utah firing squad on office prosecuted the case.
Mrs. Pat Rowland of Murray,
had the United States since June 2,
Bullock
Nov. ,15. If so, he would
Judge
died Monday at the Bedford
become the first person scheduled Monday's hearing 1967, when Luis Monge died in
County Hospital, Shelbyville,
executed in the United States on Gilmore's request for a new a Colorado gas chamber.
Tenn.
in nine years.
The last Utah execution was
trial in the slaying of motel
The deceased was 66 years
Gilmore, who has spent 18 of clerk Bennie Bushnell, 25, on in 1960, when James W.
of age and a retired employe
the last 21 years in jail, said July 22. Gilmore was found Rodgers died before a firing
of the Louisville and Nashville
after losing a bid for a new
guilty Oct. 6 by a jury that squad for killing a fellow
Railroad Company.
trial Monday that he would not ordered the death penalty.
miner in-San Juan County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
appeal the execution order for
Gilmore, of Springville,
Utah is among states to pass
Novella Lowery Redden,
the murder of a motel clerk
Utah, is scheduled for another new laws after a 1972 U.S.
Shelbyville, Tenn.; two
last July. Utah's capital trial beginning Monday in the Supreme Court ruling that the
daughters, Mrs. Joan Baker,
punishment law gives con- July 21 shooting death of a death penalty was unoSan Diego, Calif., and Mrs.
demned murderers a choice of service station attendant. constitutional as applied in
Francis Baker, Paris, Tenn.;
The Senior Citizens Bazaar will be held Friday, November 5,from seven to nine p.m.
death by hanging or firing
Bullock said he would decide some states. The high court
two sons; James P. Redden,
and on Saturday, November 6,from nine a. m.to four p. m. at the Community Room of
squad, and Gilmore has said
by Wednesday on a defense recently upheld some of the
Lexington, Tenn., and Jesse
the Federal Savings and Loan Building, Main and Seventh Streets. All types of arts and
he would prefer lobe shot.
request for a one-week delay new state laws and rejected
Redden, Shelbyville, Tenn.;
crafts will be on sale along with canned and baked goods. Senior Citizens who have
others. But it was not asked to
"It's my own decision. I was of the trial.
two sisters, Mrs. Rowland,
not influenced by anything but
been making "wall paper beads" for the bazaar include, left to right, standing, Meme
Bullock ordered Gihnore to rule on Utah's.
Murray, and Miss Blanch
the fact that I don't want to
Mattingly, Willie Mae Morton, Katherine Bolte, Hazel Locke, sitting, Lalla Boyd, Madie
Reddett,.. Paris, Tenn., four
Vaughn,and- Alma Coupes...
-' Tar ••., „spend-We-rest. siLakv life in
•
-brothers, Lloyd, Doris; and
/a1.1," • be told District Court
• •••
Neal Redden, all of Paris,
Judge J. Robert Bullock.
Tenn., and Clark Redden,
"You sentenced me to die.
Madison,Tenn.
Unless it's a joke or
Funeral services will -besomething, I want to go ahead
held Wednesday at eleven a.
and do it.'t
Elaine Eversmeyer and said.
m. at the chapel of the
Bullock told Gilmore he still
Jana Jones of Murray,
In charge of costume design
McEvoy Funeral Home,
could change his mind and
Students at Murray State for this production is junior
Paris, Tenn., with burial to
appeal,
and
an
attorney
for
University,
have
been theatre arts major, Lee Ann
PLAINS, Ga. (AP) — It is the First United Methodist glass, "No, ma'm, they're old
follow in the Palestine
Gilmore said he would
selected as cast members for Hall,daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
cotton
of
in
nearby
the
land
Church
Americus,
a
but
not
axiomatic
in
what
you'd
call
anCemetery there.
prepare papers. Appeal of a
'tWinnie the Pooh," the annual DonaldHall of HopkinFriends—inay- eall -at the- that when,anything_emotional tall thin man considered the
tleattr
sentence is -manctatory
Children's Theatrevroduction sville.
sad,
a
with
a
or
question
the
visible
On
other, he told a
occurs, happy
funeral home.
in
some
states,
but
not
in
by the Department of Speech
wedding, a funeral, a birth or shudder and answered,only in reporter: "After today, we'll
Curtain times for the perUtah.
and Theatre students.
a barn burns down, the women partial jest: -If Jimmy loses, all be relieved. We'll no longer
formances are 9:30 a. m.and 1
Unless
he
appeals,
or
unless
Miss Eversmeyer, the p. m. on Nov. 17, 18, and 19 and
the churches will suddenly have to be tense about what
head for the kitchen.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. 9:30 a. m. Nov. 20. ReserToday, a man from the Deep have to find a lot of coun- we say for fear it could hurt the courts or the governor
intervene, Gilmore would go
Harold E. Eversmeyer, is a vations are needed for all but
South may be elected sellors to make condolence Jimmy's election chances."
before the firing squad on
home economics major at the the Saturday show, according
president of the United States calls. Either that or there will
university and will be playing to Schempp. All performances
for the first time in more than have to be a massive group
The funeral for John Otis
the part of Kanga in the are in Lovett Auditorium on
therapy
session.
It
in
would
and
the
ladies
his
be
a
century,
a
Butler of Hardin Route One is
Mrs. Johnnie Nanney of
form of shock. .
production set for Nov. 17, 18, the campus.
being held today at one p. m. Route Three, Paris, Tenn., home town, Plains, population
-The
South
has
been
19,
and 20.
Billy
Carlooked
including
not
683,
Admission is 75 cents at the
at the chapel of the Linn died Monday at two a. m. at
on too long as mission
Miss Jones, daughter of Dr. door and group
Funeral Home, Benton, with the Henry County General ter's last baby; have been
advance sales
territory
by
the
rest
their
of
the
and
Mrs. Donald E. Jones, is a admission is 50
Wayne
Kilpatrick, his B. A. Degree in Religion
Rev. Heyward Roberts of- Hospital, Paris. She was 78 working tremulously at
cents. For
Birmingham,
country, been put down too_ _,,,,angaiint,
theatre arts and elementary reservations,
Burial will fellow in yrrn -of age and- her -death _microwave ovens.
interested
Christian
from
the
National,
long.
We
Southerners
'
.nay
be
there
will
education
lose,
major
Win or
and will be parties can call the
Ala., will be the speaker at a
the Unity Cemetery.
followed a lengthy illness.
University
cookies, -on talk and bluster and say lots of gospel meeting to be held at University and his B. S. and playing Piglet in the Theatre,(502)
Mr. Butler, age 63, died
She was the wife of Steeley cakes, pies and
762-4421.
things, but in that-voting booth the Coldwater
of
tonight
outside
production.
tables
long
Church of
Sunday at nine p. m. at the W. Nanney
who died
depot, which is it's going to be difficult for a Christ on Friday, Saturday,
"Winnie the • Pooh" is an
Benton Municipal Hospital.
December 13, 1965. Born the old train
Carter's Southerner to reject one of his and Sunday, November 5, 6,
MISS YOUR PAPER!
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of William Shakespeare.
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"No other major city in the
possibility not lost in the County Courthouse.
country has a turkey vulture
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thrown
regional pride of Jimmy
objects and low-voltage wires population," said Oscar Owre,
Carter's neighbors?
professor of ornithology at the
The Rev. Eugene Canker of all have failed to discourage
hundreds of vultures from University of Miami.
settling each autumn on the
pyramid-shaped roof of the 26story courthouse.
"They really don't do any
harm if we clean up the
feathers," building supervisor
The final presentation in Lk- Sam Griffith said Monday in
UCM luncheon series dealing announcing that he was giving
with the '76 Presidential up the fight. "And even if they
About 20 high school
Election will take place on are gruesome close up, they distributive education
are graceful in the sky."
November 3rd.
teachers from the western
Besides, he added, "they half of Kentucky will be on the
Sponsored by the League of
Women Voters, speakers in are conversation pieces for campus of Murray State
the series have examined both the tour groups."
University -on Saturday, Nov.
The feathers, shed by the 6, for a distributive education
and
Republican
the
Democratic candidates and vultures during molting, have workshop.
platforms for the Presidency. , to be cleaned up or they will
Sponsored by the DepartThis Wednesday Dr. Larry clog the building drains, ment of Business education
Kjosa of the Political Science Griffith said. He said that in and
Administrative
The 43rd Annual Stockholders Meeting
Department at Murray State 1972 the upper floors suffered Management at Murray State,
will give an analysis of the some water damage.
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the workshop is focused on
results.
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petitive Events."
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James Cole, state super(Continued
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visor of distributive education
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in the strongly in the Division of Vocational
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Financial Report
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running on the American workshop is to familiarize
get together on the best
Murray, Kentucky
Kentucky Lake. 7 a. in. Party ticket.
teachers with the eventz in
AGRI-BUILDER
deal in Farmsted history.
354.9, no change.
—6th District: Democratic regional, state, and national
Phone 7530602
Below dam 304.7, up 0.5.
incumbent John Breckinridge, Distributive Education Clubs
Keith Hays - 489-2488
Barkley Lake, 7 a m. 354.5, a former state attorney .of America t DECA com011is Anderson - 753-5448
The Go Ahead People
up 0.2.
genejal, was faced by petition so they can better
Keys F Keel Field Office Manager
Below dam 312.1, down 4.5.
Anthoxy McCord of the prepare students and be more
Richard Price 'Field Representative
Sunset 5:00. Suniise 6:21.
American Party: There was 'directly involved in the actual
Moon rises 2:08
m., sets no Democratic candidate fa formulation of the comAnita McCallon
Secretary
502 753-3897
Murray, Ky.
Tuesday 2:21 a. in.
that seat.
petition.
Funeral services far J. R.
Richardi McNutt of 1618
West Olive Street, Murray,
are being held today at three
p. m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Dr. Bill Whittaker and Bro. G.
T. Moody officiating. Music is
by Gus Robertson, Jr., soloist,
and Mrs. Oneida White,
organist.
Serving as honorary groups
are members of Mr. McNutt's
Sunday School Class at the
Baptist " Church,
First
Crusaders, and Mrs. McNutt's
class, Euzelian. Gerald and
Johnny McNutt, Howard J.,
Jeffrey Don, and Kevin
Howard, and Bobby Fain,
grahaons, are serving as
active pallbearers. Burial will
be in the Niurray......City
Cemetery...
• .
Mr. McNutt, who would
have been 98 years old on
November 24, died Sunday at
9:20 a. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors are his wife,
Alpha; daughter, Mrs. Jeffrey
Howard, Tri City; two sons,
Troy McNutt, Chatham, Ill.,
and Brent McNutt, Murray
Route Four; twelve grand.
children; thirteen great
grandchildren.
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Murray-Firemen Practice
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Fireman Bobby Hale demonstrates the safety aspect of repelling, as
he simulates a fall. The man on the ground end of the rope then
takes up the slack, and Hale is suspended safely in mid-air, and, if injured, could be lowered slowly to safety.

Fireman johnns Lane begins the repelling technique taught
the firemen by the MSU R.O.T.C. Rangers.

Fireman Mike Farley makes his Way dov%n ort the MSU repelling tower.

Several members of the Murray City
Fire DepartmenCreceived instructions
in repelling from members- of the
Ranger Unit of the R. 0. T. C. Departrnent at Murray State_University last
week.
The lessons were begun as a result of
- - nveral top level officials concern over the possibility of. firemen becoming
trapped on top of a burning building,'
with no way to safely get down. The
concern was illustrated by the recent
fire at the Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
Firemen practiced IASI week on the
tower on the MSLL campus'near Hoy
Stewart Stadium. The program is on a
voluntary basis at this time, until
-ftirlifer—arti4-Car
—f-be completed, but
could become mandatory at a later
'date.
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper said the
program is "for the benefit of those
involved; it might save their life
• someday.- '
Cooper said he is going to try to find
bigger buildings for the firemen to
practice on, and also some equipment
will be purchased.
-We have most of the equipment
necessary," Cooper ,said. "All we'd
have to buy would be some hooks, and
they only cost $3 or $4 each," he said.
Cooper noted that the department's
aerial ladder won't reach to the roofs f
some of the taller buildings on the
Murray State campus, and there is the
possibility that a fireman could become
trapped on top of a building such as
- Elizabeth Hall with no safe way down.
"With practice at repelling," Cooper
said, "he could tie his rope on the roof.
and safely repel down the wall to the
ground."
Repelling'techniques can also be used
to lower injured personnel, and even
stretchers and equipment as well.

I irirnan

Johnny Lane St

his descent carefully.

-Ow

Fireman Jackie Hoke takes one last look downward before starting
down the rope.

6d.

Story and Photos
by David Hill
4..

Fireman Jackie Hoke gets a final check from the safety officer before starting/down
Fireman Bobby Hale swings out on the rope as he makes his way
down.
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Bears Stun Browns 12-6

Browns,Colts Finish in
Tie For League Crown

4.40•• .1,04.41/0

Others in
RAMBUNG -RETD=SfIfilw Reed of Ave Dears rambles toward tits goal-line in the Bears upset win over the Browns.
for Reed),
the picture include David York (90), David Denham (88), Stuart Alexander (80 and coming toward the side to block
Heil Segal (20)and Jimmy West(32).
(Stott Photos by Wks Iroisiloo)

They were the Bad News
Bears Monday night. They
weren't the kind the movie
was about. These Bears were
actually "bad news" as they
upset the Browns 12-6 in the
final night of Little League
football action.
The Bears were 0-5 coming
into their final contest of the
season against the Browns
who were 4-1 and needed only
to defeat the Bears to win first
place.
But the Bears, who had been
playing outstanding football
the last two weeks, put it all
together to record the biggest
upset of the season in the
league.
In the other contest played
in Holland Stadium Monday
night, the Colts ambushed the
Steelers'27-7. The win left the
Colts with a 4-2 mark and in a
tie for the championship with
the -Browns while the Steelers
finished with a 3-3 season
record.
The Brown's got started
early in the game. With 1:12
left in the first period, Kevin
Calvin broke loose for a 62yard touchdown run. The
conversion pass failed and the
Browns were off knd running
with a 6-0 lead.
The Browns had a drive
stopped on the Bears'33 late in
the second period when Buddy
Simmons recovered a fumble.
But the Bears mounted no
offensive charge and the half
ended with the Browns on top
Early in the third period,
Neil Segal came up with a
fumble recovery for the Bears
on the Browns'. 32. But again.
the Bears were unable to
make any headway on offense.
In. the final minutes of the

third period and the opening Stout intercepted a pass on the scored from four yards out.
Abell connected with Ben
minute of the fourth period, Browns' 42 and returned it
the Bears began to move the the way down to the 19 before Underwood on the conversion
pass to make it a 20-0 lead for
ball on the ground behind the time expired.
Members of the Bears this the Colts.
running of Stefon Reed and
In the opening minute of the
season included Stacy Smith,
Stacy Smith,
The Bears worked all the Timmy Brown, Neil Segal, last period, the Steelers came
way down to the Browns' 21 Robert Stout, Stefon Reed, up with their biggest play of
David the game as Tommy WorkTurner,
before Keith Fain of the Greg
Mike man .threw a 42-yard option
West,
Jimmy
McMillen,
Browns ended the Bears'
Childress, Earl Birdsong, pass to Steve Blivin who was
threat with an interception.
The play of the game for the Buddy .timmons, Stuart brought down at the Colt eightBears came with 3:05 left in Alexander, David Denham, yard line.
On the first play following
the contest when they had the Steve McDougal and David
the long pass, Todd Rutherball on a fourth and 14 from York.
Members of the Browns ford broke for the endzone. He
the Browns'40.
Kevin Calvin, Mike was hit on the one-yard line
included
Timmy Brown unloaded a
deep pass and Stuart Boggess, Bart Moore, Craig and fumbled the ball.
An alert Darren Hooper saw
Alexander made the grab for a Crawford, Chris Grasty,
first down at the Browns' 12.. Robert Billington, Keith Fain, the loose ball and pounced on
Jonathan Oiierby, Kenny it for the touchdown.
yard line.
With only 1:45 left in the -Denham,...David.;Dickson, thitherksaL - scored on.. th&
game, the Bears tied it at 6-6 Larry Dale Adams, Randy conversion run for the Steelers
as Stacy Smith went in from Montgomery, Brian Doyle, and the Colts held a 20-7 lead.
The final touchdown of the
three yards out. The con- Keith Houston, John Purdom,
version pass just fell short and Jerry Boggess, Don Hargrove game came with only 35
seconds left when McCuistow
the two teams appeared and Kirk Warren.
In the second contest, it was went in from 11 yards ottt And
headed for an overtime.
With only one minute left in never a game as the Colts got Abell scored the conyeraion to
the game, the Bears got the on top early and built up a big post the final score of 27-7 on
the board
ball back on a fumble lead. .
-Members of the Cont
With '2:08 left in the-kulialrecovery at the Browns' 49.
But with 37 seconds left, the period, David McCuiston gave season Included Percy Abell,'
Bears lost it as Mike Boggess the Colts a 6-0 lead with a 14- Past- Austin, Billy Lee, Ben
David
Underwood,
of the Browns intercepted on yard touchdown run.
Then with 2:16 left in pie`"McCuiston, Mark Austin,
his own 35.
Then with just 20 seconds second period, Walter Bayne Greg Cain,Scott Turner, Brad
left in the contest, Tinuny hauled in a pass froth quar- Cain, Mark Whiteford, Jeff
Brown was in the right place terback Percy 4bell and went Cartwright, Darryl Blanton,
at the right time. He in- 61 yards for the touchdown. Walter Payne and Barry Lee.
Team members for the
tercepted a pass and returned Abell kept'the ball for the
it 51 yards for the touchdown conversion and the Colts Steelers included Jeff Owens,
Houston, Todd
and the Bears went ahead 12-6. carried a 13-0 lead into in- Phillip
Rutherford, Bobby Boyd,
The touchdown return was set
up with a couple of fine blocks
Behind the running of Mike David, Jonathan Crass,
downfield by David Mckfillen McCuiston and Paul Austin, Jeff Humphreys, Ronnie
and Jimmy West. The con- the Colts began another Pace, Gary Galloway, Steve
scoring drive midway through Blivin, Darren Hooper, Sam
version failed. .
The victory for the Bears the third period. The drive Kennedy, Chris Fazi, Tommy
was sealed'when on the first was capped with only 56 Workman, David Heathcott
play hY the Browns, Robert seconds left when Barry Lee_ and Mike Young.
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close in. Other
:TRYING FOR THE OUTSIDE —David Dickson (45)of the Browns looks to the outside as one of the Bears begins to
Buddy Simand
(74)
Purdom
John
(00),
Calvin
*"-players identifiable by number are Robert Stout (21), Keith Houston (72), Kevin
mons(75).
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OVC Football

Feix Says He's Never
Seen Such Unusual Year
By MIKE CLARK
Eastern," Feix added."I saw
AP Sports Writer
the film of the game,and they
LOUISVILLE,-Ky. (AP) — could have very easily won
Wes:ern Kentucky Coach that game. It was 14-10 and
Jimmy Feix thinks the Ohio they were going for a touchValley Conference is very down. But they made a little
close to achieving parity in mistake and didn't get it, and
footlaall.. and points to his then Eastern scored a touchteam's 3-3-1 record as proof.
down right at the end."
Last season, Western sufAustin Peay, a 12-7 loser to
fered only.' two losses, with one Western, was beaten a week
of those coming in the NCAA later when the Ciovernors
Division II championship .were denied at the goal line by
game. But the current Eastern Kentucky.
Western team, which Feix
Since those early losses,
thinks is just a little bit off" Austin 'Nay has won three
froin last year, has lost three games and its only defeat has
leatiue games for the first been a 7-0 setback to Nicholls
Lir. le since 1956.
State of Division I.
• I've never seen, in the
"Austin Pep), is a very fine
I've been involved in it, football team and offensively
sf.2.1son that has been so is improving every week,"
unusual, both for us and the Feix said. "They were an
entire leag"tie," said Feix.
awfully good defensive team
Particularly surprising is when we played them."
that two of last )season's
And Morehead, which
lla
East' Tennessee
spanked Western 21-0 last
and Morehead, have tagged
weekend, is apparently
Western 'this season while
beginning to jell under firstdowntrodden team,
year coach Wayne Chapman.
Alslin Peay,. came within a
They played with so much
minute and a 92-yard touchconsistency, which is a sign of
down pass of upsetting the
a maturing football team,"
• Hilitoppers.
Feix said of Morehead. "It
N.It's a real good league this
was obvious they were coming
year' and we're taking our
lumps because these good
teams are getting up for us,"
said Feix.
East Tennessee, now 3-1 in
the MC,is the surprise _of the
year after beating both
co-champions,
defending
Western and Teviessee Tech.
And they almost beat

pretty well. We saw the film of
the Tech game(in which Tech
escaped with a 28-23 decision)
and they played really well
that second half. Victories-by
them ovcr some Learns they
still have to play won't stirKise anybody."
Who will win the OVC title
this season'! Eastern Kentucky currently leads at 4-1,
with Tennessee Tech and East
Tennessee both at 3-1 and
Austin Peay 2-2.
"I think there may be three
of them as co-champions with
two losses," Feix said, but he
wasn't -about to pick a
favoritet
Western Kentucky, 2-3 in
OVC play, appears out of the
running.
"Every dog has his day, and
we may have had ours," said
Feix. "I don't intend to make
excuses or complain, but we
lost ( running back Lawrence)
Jefferson and ( flanker Eddie)
Preston, two very fine skill
people and all our speed.
"We've gotten some lucky
breaks, but maybe not as
many as we got in the .past,"
he added. "The good teams
aren't going to make those

r

mistakes, and there's more
good teants now. The talent is
spreading out considerably all
over the country."
Nationwide football parity
may be a boon for the college
game, but it could be
disastrous for coaches trying
to please alums who have
become accustomed to eight
or nine wins a season.
"Poor ol' Bill Battle over at
Tennessee is having that
problem" Feix noted. "He's a
tremendous young man and a
great coach, and yet he's
having those difficulties. It's a
big business."
But with an almost audible
sigh of relief, Feix said that
"we don't have that kind of
pressure at our level."
TENNIS
LONDON — John Fever of
England defeated Cliff Richey
of Dallas 6-3, 7-6 in first-round
action of the $100,000 Dewar
Cup tennis tournament.
COLOGNE, West Germany
— Top-seeded Jimmy Connors
whipped fellow American Zan
Guerry 6-2, 6-2 in openinground action of the $50,000
Cologne Grand Prix tennis
tournament.
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LONG GAINER L David McCuiston (40) goes to the outside to pick up• long gain in Little
League action Monday. Chasing McClinton is Ronnie Pace (25) of the Steelers while Colt teammate Percy Abell(10) watches McCuiston.
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Mitcfiell Rushes For 136 As
Explosive Colts Mop Oilers
•

SPORTS

Oil lilt %) II In.' It 1- I MI )
Z.

.

ALTIMORE (AP) _ tackle position."A lot of it was
•;lt was a big game, that's
Motivation takes many forms. team pride; not a feeling that
all, he said. "In a game like
we
For Joe Ehrmana, it was the
had been slighted by TV, that,
all you have le do is wire
presente
national but we just had the chance to
of
me up, let me out there and
teleyisiop, For John Dutton, it say,'Hey, here we are."
I'm ready to p14.
was the'memory of a rookie
The Colts gave up 190 net
sasson.best forgotten. And for yards to Houston, but most of
The Colts' defense forced
Lydell Mitchell, it was the fact them came in two late two key
turnovers early, first
that it was"a big game."
touchdown drives. At the half, recovering a
Ronnie Coleman
Whatever turned them on, the Oilers had minus-seven fumble at the
Houston 13, then
Ehrmann, Dutton, Mitchell yards passing and just 54 intercepting
, By TOM SEPPY
a halfback option
"plan for responsible action."
and the rest of the Baltimore yards total offense.
pass by Coleman at the Oilers'
AP Sports Writer
The owners agreed to six of
Colts were ready for Monday
Dutton, the third-year 22.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The the points but - rejected a
night's nationally televised defensive end who also had
Both times Baltimore National Football League is request to reinstitute a checkgame against Houston, and one of the Colts' six sacks,
followed
with touchdowns, the back_ aLthe negotiating table off of union dues for 1976 in
the Oilers could do nothing to agreed that TV- helped get the
in an effort to reaolve dif- return for a non-strike pledge.
team up for Houston. But for first by Roosevelt Leaks on a ferences
dampen the spirit.
between the owners The two groups agreed to- four-yard run and the second
The Colts, playing in their himself, Dutton added, it was
and
players
over a new labor establish a task force -to
by
Don
McCauley
on
a onefirst Monday night National the lingering image of a 2-12
contract.
consider a workable and legal
yard
plunge.
Leaks
and
Football League game in four record his rookie year with
Nevertheless, it is doultful draft and modified reserve
McCauley
each
finished
with
years, turned Houston tur- Baltimore that provided the
two TDs.
•qh that any collective bargaining system. The task force shall
novers into early touchdowns boost.
agreement could be reached be authorized to hire outside
The
lead
swelled
to
21-0
by
"I've been there i with a
and held the Oilers' explosive
halftime
and grew to 31-0 by by the Super Bowl in January, advisors - to meet - -with
offense in check for a. 38-14 loser and I don't ever want to
if then.
representatives of other
•
go back"he said. "It's a force early in the fourth quarter
Representatives of the NFL sports and_ take other
viThet°eg
when Baltimore Coach Ted
:
trium
. ph'
,,;
a th coy& that keeps us all working
very, s.r.
management and the players reasonable steps to seek a
jaaranw
MaOflr
r ch_ibroda
fifth in a row and gave-drama—Ur) harcL.11.-uss
rs: _
_ - -.11ntlawrcol“lar,401•81•IiniMilt •sotistava.Jaet-••011010e
,
7-1 record and a two-game experience, I guess,but I don't
the nation's capita' Monday problem area,"
— —
lead over New England-in the want to relive it."
Houston Coach Bum Phillips and agreed to establish four
Other
items
include
American Conference East.- Mitchell, whose 136 yards also pulled one of his
starters subconunittees to consider grievance procedures and
Houston now is 4-4 after
pushed his AFC-leading total early, but his decision to major
issues which have been player contracts, pension and
to 796, said he wasn't thinking bench Dan Pastorini
its third consecutive game.
resulted roadblocks to an agreement insurance programs and
"We were high," sal that much about national 'from what the
quarterback for the past 33 months.
outstanding labor relations
Ehrinann, who had four exposure or atoning for past called "a disciplinary thing."
The
NFL
matters such as those now on
Players
tackles and a 'quarterback shortc(niungs when he took Neither man would
discuss Association presented to appeal to the National Labor
-sack-front hts right-deftritivc tbe netet-Moray-KighT.—
girRifics-brffelbei-dia•
management a seven-point
•

Players And Owners To
Bargaining Table Again

41e

„ • 4,,,,„„
•

`r-akft

.. •
diatillfteleavv...

MOVING ON - Tommy Wog-Amon (80) of the Steelers moves on downfield while
Jeff Cartwright
(75) of the Colts chases, The Colts scored a 27-7 win over the Steelers
to grab o share of first
place.

-

• Small Crowds And Bad Games
Causing Problems For Nets

By The Associated Press
admitted Loughery, whose rebounds and two blocked
Kevin Loughery is playing team now is 2-5 for the
season. • shots. Taylor, a newcomer
*fore smaller crowds, but he
Cleveland Coach Bill Fitch, acquired in en off-season
- hasn't changed his act. He's who has seen
bad times trade with the Nets, popped in
still one of the most explosive himself, could sympathi
ze 18 points and picked up six
7,---c-ourtside--nurfortuars--in--with Loughery.
'basketball.
"The Nets are not wearing
qm•= tom • mo am•1m mo•M. ma•Si. a•1M
The-volatile New York Nets' black bands on their
••••Mi •••••M mit•mi ••••••• m••1m
sleeves,
coach Continues to storm and they're wearing their
hearts
rave while his team continues on their,isleeves,"
he said in
III
to lose. Loughery blew up and regard to the devastati
••
ng loss
III
the Nets went down again- of-Erving to-the Philadelp
hia
Ill
Monday night — this time by 76ers. "They lost a
SI
superstar.
III
an 82-75 margin to the Yoy might say they lost
the
Cleveland Cavaliers,battle — but in the long run,
Open Daily
'S
"The big thing is that the they'llwin the war."
III
9 AM-9 PM
guys on the front line aren't
In the Only other NBA game,
hitting for us," said a the Kansas City Kings
1-6 Sunday
beat the
Sli
disappointed Loughery, New York KnickS1.45-101.
considerably calmed down in
II
Dick Snyder scored 15
the dressing room after
II
S.
watching his three starters up points, including a big basket.
ItS
frpnt shoot 7-of-27 from the and two free throws in the last
!!
field. "They were open shots, two minutes of the game, to
III
give Cleveland its victory over •
too."
Loughery didn't do his team the Nets. Three free throws by
hi
any good by allowing his Tiny Archibald had given the
III
formidable temper to get the Nets a 75-74 lead with 2:27 left
For Safe, Restful Sleep
IN
_ better of him. He was called when Snyder came through
for two tectuiical fouls, and with a three-point play forthe
III
ultimately-kicked out of the Cavs.
III
Pay Only99
Snyder later gave Cleveland
game.
Actually, one can't blame a 78-75 lead with a free throw
aI
the Nets' coach for a lack of at the 1:31 mark, after a
' patience. He is minus technical against Loughery.
18 Tablets
!I!
superstar Julius Erving and The Cavaliers then held on to
$1.64
Induce
NJ
has attempted to rebuild his win their sixth game, highest
Safe. Sou
--- game plan-around•-a- now- of- inbe_NBA.
VALUE
II!
III
•
fensive setup. Also; Erving's Kings 105, Knicks 101
SAVE
- 4
III
Guards Ron Boone and
loss has triggered a dismaying
Fs65'
backlash from protesting Brian Taylor combined for 40
III
Nets' fans, who are staying points as Kansas City upended
!I!
away frbm home games in the Knicks. Boone, who was
NI
NAN.
acquired
droves. The house count was
in the American
IN
FOR SAFE RESTFUL
SLEEP
Basketball
4,681 Monday night.
Asspciation
MONIT SACA
GUAIIIANT
"We're still in the processOf dispersal draft, scored 22
III
putting in some new offense," points while adding eight

-
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Bel-Air
Shopping
Center
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Medicated Shantpoo

P:optr W110 WANT
TO SAW SS
ON ALL Tnrin

SAVE

PIUS
Cold
Medicine

Regular and Herbal
3.75 oz. •

$128
,

!I!

NI

Iii
HI
I"

Alka-Seltzer

III

!I!
III
III

Alka-Seltzer

For.Upset Stomach,
III
By FRED ROTHENBERG
During that expansion, Bavasi !I!
I'S
III
Heartburn or
was part of the San Diego
AP Sports Writer
III
BC••• ••••0
..11?•••••00
NEW YORK (AP) — The organization and Gorman was
Acid
III
Indigestion
III
III
two men who will be at the with Kansas City.
36 Tablets
!
!
I
Headaches or
1 RELIEVES CONGESTION.
!
controls for baseball ex"It's been proven that the !
III
III
RUNNY NOSE, HEADACHE
III
$2.18
VALUE
pansionists Seattle and best way to build is with young
Body
Aches & Pains
!I!
FEVERISH FEELING
Toronto will be pressing the players," said Gorman, who
Saw-Rite's
IN
III
36 Tablets 51,61 Value
was Kansas City's director of Ill
same buttons.
III
Ill Saw-Rit
Low Price
Peter Bavasi, vice president player procurement in 1969. IN
e's Low Price
III
and general manager of the "The Royals are one of the Iii
In
Specially Buttered Aspirm
III
Toronto Blue Jays, and Lou most successful expansion III
III
Gorman, director of player teams ever, and they went IN
rex UPSET STONIACH,
In
HEARTBURN
U"
Or ACID INDIGESTION
operations for the Seattle with young players."
AO
!t!
NEADACK or 000Y ACHES i
Ill
Mariners, both say they will
The Royals won the AL West III
PAINS
Ill
be fishing for youth Friday at Division flag this season,eight at
36 TABLI tS IN II f
III
OR PACKS
III
the American League's ex- years after they came into the Ill
SAVE 62'
III
a
league-. That tied them with III
pansion draft.
III
III
"Fundamentally, we hope to the Mets for the fastest rise
•
draft young players," said into the playoffs for any ex- lIg
!
I
!
44
III
Bavasi. "But some of our pansion club. The Mets won
Effervescent Denture
draft choices will be veterans the NI. East, the NL pennant
III
who can provide stability for and the World Series in 1969.
Cleanser With Free
Ill
`The Mets stocked
an otherwise young lineup."
HI
ir III
Sheaffer Pen In Box
"We're going to go after the original - roster
th a
III
lox. $1.99 VALUE
III
best young talent available," preponderance9f eterans. In III
60 Tablets - s1.99 VALUE
top
first
s
:e..,---the Mets lost
said Gorman. "We'll also that
Saw-Rite's Low Price
•Imo 1mm limo
Pay Only
E:53;i
s than any team in
al••IMP MAIO
sprinkle in some veterans for more
stability: But you have to build hi* ,Y::
III
MS,CoF
- You have to realize that iri
with young talent."
This is the fifth tip a when the Mets_hecame III
$1.44 VALUE Family Size In One
league is allowing nericomers- winners," Gorman said, "it III
into baseball's select circle. was with the players from
!I!
The two expansion clubs each their farm system — Tom
Soy Rite's
-.MOM
will draft 30 players at a cost Seaver, Jerry Koosman,Gary
SAVE
°UPI
Low Price
.
Ciage
71`
$9'fre
Gentry and Bud Harrelson.
91-$175,000 a head.
TOOTHPASTE AND MOUTHWASH IN ONE
60,NIKETS
Ve SAVE
66'
"It was the same way with
At
- The_ 12 established teams
the
Royals.
The
club
that won
each will lose a total of five
For Upset Stomach
players. Each team can this year was mostly froth the
system."
protect 15 players and all farm
•
Indigestion Nausea
minor leaguers signed after
PH Balanced - Apricot and Strawberry
GOLF
with protective coating actionControls Common Diarrhea
1975. As soon as one player is
8
oz.
MINO,
Japan
—.Beth
Stone
drafted from its roster, an
12 oz. 52.10 VALUE
III
VALUABLE COUP—ON yllItilitrilwAye
8 oz. Si.59 VALUE
$1.55 VALUE
established team can protect of Miami fired a three-underII
par 11 for a one-stroke lead
three others.
Say-Rite's Low Price
• Apr!tol
Sav-Rite's
Say-rite's
Washington
and
Los after the first round of the II
•Zath
0
• /trot edu
III
Angeles joined the American Ladies Professional Golf
pVli balanced
Low Price
1:1) • cot.
Low Price
Apple
,
League in 1961, and the Association Mizune Classic II
• 'I''S"
III
National League grew to 10 golf tournament.
PENSACOLA, Fla. — Mark !I!
teams the following year with
°*g111"e
CS
the „Islew York Mets and Hayes made the $125,000
Pensacola Open Golf Tour- III
WITH THIS
Houston.
COu PO N
In 1969, Kansas City and nament his second victory of Ill
SAVE 6171
" Seattle, -. which moved to the season, shooting a final !
SAVE 56'
I
!
round five-under-par 66 and
Milwaukee one year later
SAVE 71
With Coupon
•••••MM ••••MI MO It
joined the AL•and San Diego beating Lee Elder by two
OM ••••••=•••• •••••••••=
•
•MI en•man
••
ma mom
•
am
•
M
= •••
imO• anor••••• •0•
=I•••••
and Montreal entered the NL. strokes.

90'
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Seltzer

IN

9

28

Prescriptions
filled accurately
and rapidly

P!

•

lORE-AL
i

cmcs

$J28

•
•

-4111111,

2.09 VALUE
SAVE 81'

PI

•

M.•MED
MM.

Tegrin

puscnin mEns!
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Mb
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We buy the finest quality drugs in
large quantities direct from manufacturers to get the lowest possible prices
and pass them
on to you. These large purchases are
made possible only because of SAV-RITE S tremendous volume
of business.

VITIINTZZ

Nytol

IN
!I!
IN

mm•do A••Al ••
•a MEI•MID

WHY PAY
MORE?

DISCOI1T 111111; (TITERS

Phone 753-8304

New AL Teams Pushing
For Younger Players

AO MIINA OM HO
•am w•••• m•••• 1••
••• IMP
•••
•••
••• tam m•
IA =HAP In•••• IS•AM mi•••• .•••••
mom •om

FRE

Close-Up Toothpaste It Mouthwash

pepto_Bismoi

99'

$128

78' I

$138

Earth Born Cream Rinse & Conditioner

99

994.
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•
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Minor League Goalie Giving
Maple Leafs Big Shot In Arm
By The Associated Press
b,a; are they going to keep
Mike Palmateer down on the
farm after he has seen the big

netniinding these days - and
Monday night, he helped them
to their third straight National
Hockey League victory.
He made the saves when
we needed them tonight,"
acknowledged Kelly after a 6-3
victory over the Cleveland
Barons.
Palmateer, who admits to
nervousness that keeps him
sleepless on the eve of NHL
starts, turned back 21

leagues"
'•lies done a big job in the

nets for us since he has joined
us," Toronto Coach•Red Kelly

says glowingly about his
rookie goaliender.
Pa lina Leer, a minor leaguer
just a week ago, is giving the
Maple Leafs big-league
Crosswordfuzzier
ACROSS
1 Moccasin
& Web-tooted
bird
9 Greek letter
12 Time gone
by
13 Command
14 Possessive

•Precious
metal
5 AngloSaxon
money
6 Most
unusual
7 Sows
8 Gaetic
9 poil„,,,,,,

nano 0000 00
000M 2000 030
0010 =IMO U000
00 0000 03080
MORO MR00 000
OOOMM 0000 MO
ORMM MOOD
OR 000U MOM
ROO 000141 LAMM
00000 000U 00
ROOD 0000 (IOU
WO 02MM OMB
MOO 0300 0000

10 Color

"un
P!'
15 Humber
16 Loads
17 Born
18 Deity
20 Build
22 Land
measuce
24 Worm
25 Evaluate
28 Chinese

11 Anger
19 Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
21 Algonquian
Indian
22 Near
23 Lists of
players 24 Finish
26 Loose-

ig

Anawer to Monday's Puzzle

42 Rip
I abbr I
320iiiseed
43 Developed
44 Chapeau
33 Mournful
345pan ish for 45 Ben debt
"yes
47 Compass _
point
etiRoom rry
tellurium
harem
39E xperience 50 Openwork
40 Note of
fabric
scale

'nr
t mg
-Noctu mat.... • fa
em
:
mammal
27 Teutonic
31 Sedate
deity
33 Beer mug
29 River island
34 Gymnastic
30 Limited
feat
1
3 75:7:4
2
35 Uncouth
person
36 Insect
12
13
38 Small island
'
,.t;
'
," 16
39 Youngster
15
40 Countenance
41 Essence
Ship
-channel
11 73
44101,10
46 Chemical
111
'till- 29
compound

sByonai

6

5

7

8

"...c
ll.: 9
,..\...
N,

ego

48 Electrified
particle
51 Reverence
52 Rock
53 Poem
54 Spread for
dr)(mg
55 Renovate
56 Man s
nickname
DOWN
1 Stroke
2 Mature
3 Felicitated

:::::3t
•"

10

>X"
•
20 , _ _ji___
I

r..,";•
..25
te:

26

27

30

::::*33

....27136.
.
:".K...',',4i
.
O

i7

,e W..04
•_:;61.1
1
'
,e
."- "
'
-3

44

e5

t*::::46

47

,-:q41 49 50

51
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Cleveland shots. His perthoroughly
f or mance
frustrated Barons Coach Jack
Evans, who is having trouble
sleeping these days,too.
Darryl Sittler and Lanny
McDonald each scored two
goals and Borge Salming
contributed four assists, as
Toronto improved its record to
4-5 after losing five of its first
six games.
Canadiens 3,Sabres 2
Steve Shutt fired his 11th
and 12th goals of the season as
Montreal defeated Buffalo.
The Canadiens skated to a 2-0
lead in the opening period with
Mario Tremblay notching his
fourth goal of the season and
Shutt his 11th.
In the second period,
Buffalo's Craig Ramsay took
advantage of sloppy Montreal
defensive work and scored his
second goal of -the season.
-Shutt added his second goal of
the game in the final period
when his 30-foot shot went
between the legs of Buffalo
goalie Gerry Dejardins with
5:53 left for the game-winner.

*l7

37

313

11

islanders 3,Canucks 2.
Clark Gillies scored a goal
on the only shot New York
took in the third period, lifting
the Islanders to their victory
over Vancouver. Gillies
scored his third goal of the
season as the Islanders
capitalized on a four-on-one
break to snap a 2-2 tie. Denis
Potvin, who assisted on
Gillies' goal, scored New
York's first two goals.

Li.)ERE Rv'Nesi,N6
570R-V3E SPACE ;N

SPORTS

SmaliResult'gi Adr CLASSIFIED ADS!
2 Notice

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON • ;58 points. Texas Tech
AP Sports Writer
received 703 points in rising to
Unbeaten Texas, Tech fifth. The Red Raiders
continued its steady dim"? in replaced Maryland, which
The Associated Press' college, turned. back Kentucky 24-14
football ratings today, moving hot.slipped from fifth to sixth
up to fifth place behind with KO points.
holdovers Michigan, Pitt,
Rounding9ut the Top Ten
UCLA
and
Southern are .Georgia',.. Ohio State,
California.
Nebraska - whickremained
The Red Raiders of Tech seventh, eighth ancrItinth were unranked in the and Florida, up from
preseason AP poll and did not after a 24-19 decision n
crack the Top Twenty until the Auburn. Missouri, No. 10 a
second week. However, in the week ago, dropped to 16th
last seven weeks!, they have I ollowing a 20-19 loss to
climbed from 20iti to 17th, Oklahoma State.
15th, ninth, eighth,- sixth and
The Second Ten consists of
now fifth. Tech boasts a 6-0 Noire name, Arkansas,
record following Saturday's oklahoma State, Colorado,
-31-28 triumph over Texas.
Alabama,
Missouri,
The top four spots are filled oklahoma, Texas AdrM:
by the same teams for the Iitaston and Texas.
second - week ..in -.7-a_ row.. :Y)re Top ?went}
, includes-,
Michigan, which has been No. tie teams from the Big Eight
1 during the entire regular and five from the Southwest
campaign after standing Conference.
second to Nebraska in the
Last week's Second Ten
preseason ratings, received 57 consisted of Notre Dame,
first-place votes and 1,228 of a Florida, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
possib1,24_t points. after,;Ions, Oklahoma... Slate,
raising its record to 8-0 with a Alabama, Mississippi State,
45-0 rout of Minnesota.
Colorado and Cincinnati.
Pitt, a 23-13 winner over
Mississippi State dropped
Syracuse, received the other out of the rankings following a
five first-place ballots and 34-17 loss to Alabama while
1,076 points. Last week, Cincinnati disappeared after
Michigan's point lead was- bowing . to Georgia 31-17.
1,184-1,068.
Meanwhile, Texas /UM
UCLA downed Washington returned after a three-week
30-21 and received 976 points absence by crushing Southern
while Southern Cal . turned Methodist 36-0 while Houston
back California and totaled reappeared following a oneweek hiatus with a-49-21
thumping of Texas Christian.
: Thehr-gan 1571
2 Pitt I 51
' UCLA
4 S Cala,
Fexas Tech
Maryland
Georgia .
rIohio St.
Nebraska
211 Fl.rida
.11 Notre Dame
12 Arkansas
: Picla. St.
:4 Colorado
.5 Alabama
Missouri
:7 Oklahoma
:.Teas A4M
19.Houston
zir.Texas

2

NANCY
BUT WE
HAVE
TO GO

2 Motile

EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.

Texas Tech Continues To Climb

HOLE 50 WE'RE 60043 -0
HAVE 70 NEE? '•.3,11i20
0L1.7 HERE
Ors.•\`
'7

I CAN'T GO TO THE
SCHOOL DANCE-MY -\\;
FEET HURT AND ALL.
MY SHOES
FEEL TOO
-TrG14-T

PI

('ii IL It ti 11,1)4,1H V- TIMES)

PFALTZGRAFF
village

Dinnerware
Beige and brown
ironstone. Sets and
all accessory pieces.
Layaway now for
Christmas.

Starks
Hardware
1235 sod Poplar

RENT 1111SENVAC
FASO-Yu pchoott POetable power
house Owl all the 'Axe

EFFECTIVELYOtani relate abel eamornO
Out Oleo dome IMO ii*d
grime lb fall* NNW

ECOMPIIIICJUIYdews Ow say
Professionals bo-at
a traction of the cost
(YOU SAVE UP TO
$7505 PER ROOM)

501,1ETI-UNG
NAND'. TO
THRONN ‘,•,,HEN
HE START"
5NOR,N6

Over 800 Fans
View Cycle
Racing Here

THE PHANTOM
UGH„. WHO
COULD FOR&T
HIM

How 0

FINE I i4OPE
FR,ENP ER„
1..CN6 TIME
MR.YrALxER?*
ND SEE
YOUR

DIANA . I WANT TO
YOU ABOUT A

_

POBSIBLY DAN6EROL,'.7- .

-

FOR THE 6H057 WHO WAL K5.

BLONDIE
\.../E WENT
TO THE MOVIES
LAST NIGHT

THERE WAS
SO MUCH
VIOLENCE

You MEAN THE KNIFING
AND SHOOTING ON
THE SCREEN"

•

Tomoimovv:fiVRY-LANA

NO-THE RIOT IN THE
LOBBY WHEN THE POPC3RN:
MACHINE BROKE DO

)--

4■911.

re
Nr- OL.1.44•4
.
•4CA1- Mk
-

LI'L ABNER

_

Eighty-one professional
motorcycle racers from all
over the nati9n converged on
Murray Saturday night and
put on a spectacular show,
witnessed by about 800 fans in
the Murray State Livestock
Pavillion.
Ted Boody of Lansing,
Michigan, the sixth-ranked
rider in the nation, won his
qualifying heat and the
semifinal race to qualify him
for the main event of the
evening.
He ran second in the final
race until the 13th lap when in
a breath-taking move, he went
to the inside and passed
James Gulledge of Garland,
Texas.. Boody maintained his
position for the next two laps
to win the race.
DeWayne
Newton
of
Dawson Springs finished a
close third.
The riders were enthusiastic
about the track and the
facilities at the pavillion.
According to many of the
riders, the track was superior
to that of any other indoor
installation they had competed on befne.
. The riders, as well as the
AMA officials present, had the
highest praisetloete student
partment
workers from
Physics and Computer
Science who officiated at the
event.
Organizers of the race said
they plan to make it into an
annual affair.

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop,209 Walnut
, Street. Closed Mondays,.
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 0-1; Saturday 8-3.

SOMETHING OLD
is turning into
SO METAI4G NEW
04

Rest for only $12.00 0 day

Bel-Air Draw Store
ae-aessetie

NEED A HIGH School
education? Adults only.
Phone 762-6971.
WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.

MURRAY PAINT
AND
HOBBY CENTER
Advertisers
ore
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
correction
This
newspaper -will be
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

If You
Need Them:
Fire
Police
Rescne .
Ambulance
Nospital
Emerperky
Plagene Society

753-1441
753-1611
753-6951
753-9331
753-5131
753-3994

Comprehensive
Core
Poison Control
Senior Citizens . .
Needline
Learn to Read. .

753-6622
753-7588
753-0919
753-NEED
753-1188

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger it
Times

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retalle. Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 75 319 lbond 753-1917.
Anmmw

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified
displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 3 p. m.
the day. before
publication.

WANT ADS

II

10 EIL.,

VENDING MACHINE
route has 146 cigarette
machines, also 78
candy machines on
location, plus 2 trucks
servicing several
counties in West Ky.
Contact Byerfinder,
Sikeston;k1a.
"MAKE
EXTRA
MONEY in your spare
time." Clip newspaper
articles. Get $1.00 to
$5.00 each. For details
send 25 cents and self
addressed, stamped
envelope----te:
Paschall B-0 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Ky.
42071.

1111=1111
_ WILL TEACH piano and.
organ. Qualified, experienced will take all
ages. Call 753-4589.
14 Want To But

733-3942

Check
Your
Ad

FULL OR'PART Time.
Will accept college
student applicants for
Local Plant. Send
Resume to P.O. Box 221,
Murray,Ky.

Your Cooperation

ImmiliNtmomm.

S.

60TTA HAVE

6:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Closed Saturday
And Sunday

Ni otter Ile-N-rwersier .115.4
class carpets a,'

Back On11-0Ster

BEETLE BAILEY

639 South 4th
Announces New
Business Hours

We Appreciate

8-0-0- 1,228.
8-0.0 1076
7-0-1
976
6-1-0
758
6-0-0
703
8-0-0
668
7-1-0
547
6-1-1
497
6-1-1
451
6-1-0
342
6-1-0
290
5-1-0
287
180
6-2-0
146
6-2-0
83
31
5-2-1
26
6-2-0
19
5-2-0
18
3:2-1
10

SEATTLE tAPt - The
Seattle SuperSonicsi of the
National
Basketball
Association have reactivated
forward Dean Tolson and
waived rookie guard Norton
Barnhill.
Seattle Coach and General
Manager
Bill
Russell
announced the moves Monday.
The 6-foot-8 Tolson was on
the injured reserve list and
was required to sit out Seattle's first five games.

Barretrs
Service
Center

6 Help Wanted

Monday thru
Saturday. Come see us for
your balsa wood, airplane
models, utility knives,
model paint and brushes.
HO train sets and accessories. Lionel and Nguage track.
414 S. 435 5,,,,?
CoN 753-7363
8 a.m.-0 p.m.

5 Lost And Found
"LOST PUPPY - 3
months old, full blooded
Beagle
lost
in
Gatesborough Saturday.
Call 753-7249.
6. Help Wanted
$200 WEEKLY possible
stuffing envelopes. Send
Self-addressed,stamped
envelope. Edray Mails,
Box 188 Dept. 575,
Albany, MO.64402.
WANTED,
SALES
consultant who has
successful sales experience. Earn $3004500
per week, plus auto
expense
bonus.
Tremendous future if
you are the right person.
Must be
married,
honest, dependable, and
willing
to assume
responsibility. If you
feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
WANTED brick layers or
apprentice brick layers
with 2 years experience.
Call 753-6311.
FULL
TIME
EMPLOYEES at Coldwater
Blues. Call 753-2580.
NEEDED: A babysitter
from 10:45 p. m. to 7:15
a. m. for an 8 year old
child. Must be dependable. No work involved. Would like an
elderly person but will
consider a younger
person if dependable
and responsible. Will
provide transpdrtation,
if necessary. Call 753553ASSISTANT manager for
night shift, 2. p. m. till
midnight. Sunday
through Thursday'.
Vickers Oil Co., 411 N.
12th. No phone calls. _
NEED BRICK layer to
lay about 32.000 bricks.
If interested call 3653933, after 6p. m.
TWO
PART
TIME
cashiers,and one full
time switchboard
operator wanted. Apply
at Houston McDevitt
Clinic.

SMALL MOBILE HOME,
10' x 12'. Five to seven
years old. Call 753-8216
after 5.
WANT TO BUY Female Boxer puppy.
No older than one year.
Call 527-7858.
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale
- -COLOR'TV antenna and
rotary, n;iobile home
utility
pole, rural
mailbox. Call 753-5014.
NORCOLD
small
refrigerator. Call after
5,753-9577.
NEW HOSPITAL BED.
Fully adjustable, inner
Spring mattress. Call
753-5173 or 753-7213.
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue
Lustre
rent
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
ASPHALT BLACKTOP
PATCH. Now available
at Murray Lumber Co.,
104 Maple St.
NO REGRET, the best
yet: Blue Lustre cleans
carpets
beautifully.
Rent electric shampooer. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."

Coats

20% Off
This Week Only)
The Youth Shop
504 Main
Behind Peoples Bank I

16. Home Furnishings /
HARDROCK
MAPLE
dining table. Six chairs,
good condition. Call 4354218.
FINE DINING ROOM
furniture Custom Built
with Narri wood by
"Romwebber." Ivory
and gold. Call 442-9575,
area code 502.
WHIRLPOOL
GAS
DRYER, avacado, like
new. $50. Call 753-5340. '
G:E. RANGE, white, self
cleaning overt; 1 year
old. _$275. Also Optigon
organ. Plays all types of
music, old and new,
simple to play. $350. Call
753-6438 after Sp. m.
BROWN VINYL swivel
rocker. Good conditidh.
Call 753-2347.
KIMSEY USED Furniture. Dinette sets,
appliances, beds, coffee
and end table sets.
Call
489-27N,

21
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16 Home Furnishings
REFRIGERATOR AND
portable TV. Call 7530398.
11 Vacuum Cledner,
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0369.
24 Hour answering
service.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
19 F.irm Equipment
20 FT. GOOSENECK
equipment trailer.
Three axle steel bed
with loading ramp.
$2100. Call 753-2958.

22. Musical

IP X M
Another

ALTO SAXOPHONE.
Excellent condition. Call
753-8452 after S.

BARGAIN PRICED!
Three- bedroom frame
home,on approximately
1 acre off Highway 641
North with carport,
electric wall heat, some
carpeting and hardwood
floors. For More details
call 7514080 or come by
105 N. 12th, BOYD
MAJORS
REAL
ESTATE.

24 Miscelngod .,
ONE ANTIQUE RADIO
and one antique radio
and record player
combination, 78 rpm.
Call 7534560 or 354-6392.
FOR SALE - Beef,
mature grain - fattened, $0.70 lb. by side,
dressed. Slaughter date,
November 12. Call 753-6567.
TWO MALE BEAGLES,
$100. 22 Remington
nylon rifle with 6 power
xariable scope, $50. H
and R single- shot
-shotge,--$45. Snare
drum, $20. 1200 watt
electric heater, $7.50.
Trailer window 31'4 x
29, $5.00. Phone 489-2199,
or 489-2365.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

4$ Homes for Sale

View

4reff
OUR-PAY WEEK? YOUR SELFWINDING WRISTWATCH ONL`f
RUW5 HALF OF THE TIME NOW"

"t'HECK WITH the folks at
KOPPERUD REALTY
for full-time, competent
Real Estate Service.
Just listed a very neat
attractive
and
3
bedroom home near
Murray High School.
This home is extremely
neat and tastefully
decorated. Many out-

REDUCED 3 bedroom, 2
bath
brick
home,
electric heat, on acre
lot. Good location near
fairgrounds. Phone 7536795.
HOME
OFFICE,
Workshop-Storage
Building, near Shopping, 2 baths, family
room, 3 bedroom.
Priced in lower 30's. Call
753-9380.
49 Used

CA's &

1968 PONTIAC Le Mans.
Air, brakes, steering.
$700. Call 753-7827.
1967 BUICK Wildcat.
Good work car. $250.
Call 753-8428.
1973 CHEYENNE Super,
short wheel,base pickup.
Extra
clean. 1975
Chevrolet Van black
with murals. 9,000 miles
Call 753-0405 after 5 p.
m.753-0695.

.1C6S

1970 MALIBU 307 2
barrel,
2
speed
automatic; needs front
end,$350. Call 753-9599.
TWO 40' vans. Tandem
axle. $850 each. Call 7537656.

1974 PLYMOUTH FURY,
440 cu. in. engine. Power
steering and brakes. Air
conditioned. Automatic.
$1300. Call 382-2334.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered
BUILDING
AND
remodeling.
Specializing in rustic
design. Call 753-8560 or
354-6392.

ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call .
436-5676.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too
7534605
11. Call Ernest
White,
ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum
or
vinyl awnings.
Aluminum Service Co.,
Call 492-8647.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

INSULA fION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310
for
free
estimates.
LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.

1966 BUICK with Wildcat
motor good body with
KIRBY CARPET CARE
exception of back end, ALPHA LAMBDA Pledge
clean rugs of all kinds.
Class will rake leaves
L-standki -Acalorgs
hit in rear. Can be seen
In business, homes, and
dude-oak-pegged -floor-- 4971tIT1 Brrttretam 4dr753JOHN DEERE - model
and
jobs.
do
Call
odd
at Grace Nesbitts, 519
WE 'BUY used mobile ALL BREED grooming.
institution rugs come
hard top. Double power
in entry hall, economic
2456 or 767-2605 anytime.
447, 2 row planter with
South 13th.
clean
steam
homes: Top prices paid.
by
and air. Blue with dark
central gas heat,central
spray
attachments,
AKC
miniature
cleaning.
Saddle and Spur:Trailer
Free
garage,
blue
air,
electric
vinyl
top.
$850.00.
FIREWOOD:
CUT
to
Priced to sell. Call 436Schnauzers for sale. Call
1963 SUPER NOVA - 6
estimates. 24 hour anSales, Paducah: Call
patio, and lovely lanPhone 354,.62-17.
order. Also split rail
5898.
435-4481.
cylinder,straight shift, 2
swering servi, 500
442-1918 or 443-8226.
dscaping. For an apfences. Will deliver. Call
new tires, $250. Call 753HOMEMADE WHOLE
Maple 753-0359.
pointment to see this
evenings 901-247-5569.
WANT
TO
BUV
"
1973
CHEVROLET
1294.
806 INTERNATIONAL
28
Hedtin, 8 Cooling
wheat bread matte. with
home,
phone
fine
Female
Boxer
Impala,
puppy.
for
sale
or
tractor, 12 ft. Interfreshly ground stone
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM
No older than one year. ,.KOPPERUD REALTY,
trade. Four door. 1972 TORINO. Excellent WILL DO inside or outWARM
national wheel dist. 5-16
MORNING
ground flour. $1.00. Call
gutters. Free estimates.
753-1222.
painting
small
side
and
Call
527-7858.
Excellent
condition.
Call
condition.
heater.
$650.
Call
753Good
condition.
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
Norma Hainsworth, 753Cotham Co., 802
•
Freed
carpentry
work.
Phone
753-8124.
Call 753-6347.
3704.
row Ford drill. Call 39544 Lot, For Sale
7582.
ARC REGISTERED Tiny
Chestnut Murray. Call
527-9959.
"
7463.
Toy Poodles. Male and
753-4832.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
1974 DODGE PICKUP JEEP 1969 CJ-5, good
EXtELLENT LOT IN
female. Call 753-0957.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
UPHOLSTERING
one
owner.
and
All
condition,
good
power
top
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
Maplewood Estates, 105
made any size for an- TWO BEDROOM trailer
WOULD LIKE Ti) do
custom and specializing
tires. Call 753-5532.
and air. Call 753-3272.
needs. Call AAA Fence
40 F•riou.,
x 150. 0.6 mile from
within approximagely 2
tique beds or campers.
babysitting in tits home.
in
antiques.
Call
753Supply Co., 1 414 6865,
Court Square. 94- East.
blocks of University on
Buy direct and save on
at
$3.00 day or night
9232.
TURNIPS - $3.50 bushel.
Paducah,Ky.
Priced to sell. Call 751 ., 1975 BLAZER, excellent
private lot. Couples
all
mattresses,
Call 753-5947.
1972
Greens - $1.50 bushel,
'
-condition.ta11753-876
8
8255 after 5 p. m.
only. No pets. $100
Healthopedic or foam.
FOR SALE 1)6 Caterpiller
you pick. Sweet potatoes
'
CARPET CLEANING
FORD
month. Call 753-4661.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
NEED TREES cut or
diesel. Looks good, runs
- large $3.00 bushel.
46 Homes For Sale
1963 FORD customized
experienced, very
1136
RANCHERO
firewood. Call 753-4707
South
3rd,
Paducah,
good and is good. Asking
Bakers - $2.00 bushel.
van, mag -wheels, 8
reasonable rates,
Phone 1-443-7323.
MOBILE HOME for rent.
air,
condition,
$4700. Call 901442-4798.
BY
OWNER:
good
7
room
Bring container. Call 1track stereo. Must see to
references,
free
Almost new 3 bedroom
house with carport and
power steering, new
BULLDOZING, prompt
901-642-4439.
appreciate. Call 492estimates.
Quick drying.
RIDING
LAWN
MOWER
12 x 65 on large private
20 Sports Equipment
$2200.
garage, brick and rock
Asking
dependable service
tires.
8441.
Call
753-5827
or
753-9618.
14 h. p. John Deere. Lots
41 Public Sales
lot. Reference and
1 acres
exterior- -on 5.
Three bull dozers to
Call 753-8200.
of extras. Including •
security deposit. Call
FIBERGLASS fishing
(with 600' Highway
serve
you. - Free
1971
PINTO,
extra
nice
FOR
YOUR
SEPTIC
GARAGE
SALE,
hydrostatic tran307 N.
492-8120.
boat. 40 h. p. Johnson
frontage) 4 miles north
estimate.
Call Steven
Call
753-8031
or 753-7758.
TANK and backhoe
7th. All day November 4.
smission, hydraulic for
50 Campers
of Murray on Highway
motor, trolling motor
Alexander at,753-1959 -or
work
needs
call
John
mower,
dozer
blade
and
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.
with foot control and
641. Three, bedrooms, 1972
TWO BEDROOM all
VOLKSWAGON, 16' TRAILER, camper.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
YARD SALE, Friday and
hydraulic for rear at11
/
trailer. $650. Call 7532 bath, full basement
electric . mobile home.
exceptionally clean, air
436-2586.
Saturday., 8-6. Antiques,
Sleeps six. Call753-4904.
tachments. Includes
54 free Column
with kitchen, gas Central
2361,after 5:30.
$50 deposit, $125 month.
condition, wife's car.
plants, clothes. Follow
dozer, cart and dozer
heat and alr, 40' x 60'
Water and garbage
Call 753-4775. signs at Stella on But51 Services Offered
blade. Call 753-8560.
FREE WHITE and tan
GUTTERING
BY
body shop. Price $60,000.
pickup furnished. Call
HOUSEBOAT FOR sale.
terworth Road.
medium sized female
SEARS,
seamless
Sears
Call
753-5618.
753-2377.
Needs work but has
26 TV Rdc
IVY HARMON'S Car-.
dog,
six months old. had
,
gutters installed per
possibilities.
Unsink1973 DATSUN 610 wagon.
shots, loves children
penter
BIG GARAGE SALE. /
Shop.
1
2
your
specifications.
Call
BY
OWNER
-home and
MOBILE HOMES and
able. $695. Call 90144248,000 miles, dark blue
WALNUT CABINET
Call 753-2253 after 3 p
Professionals. Building,
mile west of Lynn Grove
Doug Taylor at 753-7310
20 acres, _brick 4
mobile home spaces for
4798.
with white stripes. New
m
stereo. $175. Call 753',remodeling, repairing.
On
Highway
94.
for free estimates.
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath
rent,
at
Riviera
Courts.
battery and tires. Air
Call 753-4124, South 4th
6301.
Everyday this week.9a.
house.
All electric builtCall 753-3280.
and lots of extras. Good
FREE SEVEN sweek It
m.-8 p. m. 300 pair of
Street, next to Drive-In
FENCE SALES AT
in oven and stove. 10
condition.
MOO.
Calico kitten. Sweet arul,
Call
boys,
Theatre.
girls,
men
and
SEARS now. Call Dom _
_acres _tillable, 10 acres_
PIANO LESSONS. I will MOTOROLA stereo
30 Business Rentals
-----gertt}e.'--11-----iSA-3404-4304401. - womens shoes, first line
model.
cabinet
Call
753Taylor at 753-2310 for
fenced for livestock, 2
give adult and-or school
after 5.00.
quality. Values $24.00.
0060.
SMALL BUSINESS
ELECTROLUX SALES
free estimates of your
stock barns, 2 large
age persons piano
as
long
*1.5045.00
pair
building
with
full
and
service.
Call
Tony
needs.
ponds.
Between Tr -City
1976 MUSTANG COBRA
lessons. I've a Bachelor
FREE - EIGHT
as they last. Boys And
basement at 4th and
Montgomery, 753-6760
BASE
and Lynn Grove. Priced
CB
of Music Education
RADIO,
II, blue on white,factory
old male kitten Orah.;,!..
girls
slacks,
sweaters
Sycamore. Next to
day or night.
Midland 23 channel with
in mid 30's. Call 435-4589.
WET BASEMENT? We
Degree from Murray
air, degital clock, AM=
tiger striped. Will mak,
and blouses, same low
Woods
Florist.
Call
522antenna, good condition.
make wet basements
State University. I have
FM tape, slotted wheels.
ideal pet. ( -all
an
price.
150
gallon
new
8469.
$150. Call 753-2820 after
dry, work completely
ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
taught piano and-or
Call 733-8501 ask for
BEAUTIFUL ibedroom 2
paint, $7.00 to $12.00
3:30p.
m.
guaranteed. Call or
shooting, specialty. Call
Hubon.
organ lessons for the
bath, kitchen-den
value, $1.5043.00 gallon.
32 Apd.rtme-t Fur Rent
write Morgan ConSandy Harmon,753-4484.
past 10 years. I'm very
combination.
$29,500.
FREE
IS %LEK
Also antiques, glass and
struction
Co., Route 2,
1974
CURTIS MATHES 25"
MAVERICK
V-8,
qualified.
References
Call
753-8673.
felluily Own Ordt,It.
FURNISHED
ONE
china, refrigerator,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
power, air, 38,000 miles.
color T.V. Excellent
available. Call 753-0296.
GLASS REPLACEMENT
and white striped
bedroom apartment.
automatic washer and
42001. Phone day or
car.
Local
condition. $100. Call 436.Excellent
work
for
automobiles,
loving and , plakful'
Near downtown Murray.
THREE
BEDROOM
dryer, and lots more
CONRAD'S PIANOS night 442-7026.
condition. $2825. Call
2103.
homes, and stores, plus
Purrs constantl
Call 753-4109.
brick house, stran-steel
goodies. Call Otto
Organs, Kimball and
753-4769.
storm windows and
753-3535 after 5 1,0
shop building. On twoChester 435-4128, Lynn
Baldwin, Lowery -Story
27 Mobile Horne Sues
repaired or GENERAL BACKF1OE
doors
thirds acre. Call 753Grove.
THREE
ROOM
furnished
and Clark. Largest
work, white gravel,
replaced. Window glass,
8615.
apartment. Couple or
1965 CORVE 1E, red,
1971 TWO BEDROOM,
FREE - Six's- week old
selection in Western
43 Real Estate
bank gravel. Call 436mirrors,
and
table
tops.
lady preferred. No pets.
excellent
condition.
central air. Can be seen
puppies. Call 47:1-itfit4
Kentucky,
753-1424,
9306.
'
M
and
G
Complete
Call 753-2282.
$3500. Call 753-5201 or
ROBERTS REALTY - BY OWNER. Attractive
at Fox Meadows or call
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Glass,
Dixieland
small, 2 bedroom,
753-2493.
your leader in sales for
753-8695, 753-8108.
Ky.
Shopping Center, 753located at 513 Beale
FURNISHED
APART1976 needs your listings.
SAVE
0180.
for
retired
Ideal
couple,
MENTS - one or 2
1973
CHEVROLET
Call 753-1651, if you are
NOW
NEW AND USED organs, 1973 ATLANTIC, 65 x 12,
young family or rental
bedroom. Zimmerman
CHEYENNE 10,4 wheel
interested in selling
mobile home. Two
FREE
Piano, special sale.
bailing
CUSTOM
HAY
,
property.
Shopping
area
Apartments, South 16th
drive. Call 753-9340.
your property.
bedrooms, all electric,
Reed Music, Road 58,
MILE
20
and
combining.
custom
and new park within
Street. Call 753-6609.
central air, and furbetween
Benton
DELIVIRT
Call 753-8090.
walking distance.
SHOP
32'
x
44'
on
1
acre
NEW
LIKE
1976
Honda
nished. Call 753-9447
at
Mayfield, turn
34 Houses For Rent
Priced to sell. Call 753lot heated and air
Civic, CVCC, 2 door
'3116.00 Up. lieered, ready tan..(tIorevek November 12, Pr,tes
after 5:30 p. m.
Harvey. Call 527-8955.
4862 or 753-1611.
compressor. Call 753hatchback, low mileage. K AND H REPAIR.
th• Ike tor Le"
will isknoese 10% Nevembor I S-•Serry.
TWO BEDROOM house,
7370.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
$2650. Call 901442,6345
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753 0984
air condition with stove
chainsaws and apTWO NEW THREE
or 642-7139.
and refrigerator furKOPPERUD REALTY
pliances -Also buy and
bedroom, central air
nished near Panorama
now.
sell.
has
Saws sharpened.
'five
carpet,
heat,
1965
and
all
PICKUP,
DODGE
full-time,
with
Shores. Couples only or
trained
with a large bed. Engine
built-ins on city water
sales
with one child. Call 436Man Made Marble Tops
professionals to assist
in excellent condition. GENERAL BACKHOE
and sewer. Upper 20's.
2266.
you in Real Estate
Needs a muffler. Call
Will consider trading for
work, white gravel,
*Large Selection
matters. If you have a
436-2634.
sóiithing valuable as
bank gravel. Call 4361108i 220 Volts
THREE BEDROOM,
question regarding any
down payment. Call 753* From 24" to 72'' Long
2306.
at
living room, diningphase of real estate
1972 CHEVROLET 4 door
3672.
kitchen with built-ins,
hardtop, vinyl roof, PAINTING, EXTERIOR
activity, give us a call at
Wholesale Prices
washer dryer hookup,
power steering and
753-1222, or stop by our
BY OWNER, nice 3
and interior, new and
large bath, carport. Call
brakes. Air condition.
conveniently located
home,
den,
bedroom
old work, with years of
753-111 111
2061. Alain
489-2116 after 5 p. m.
$1900. Call 753-7116.
office at 711 Main. We at
utility room, 2 outback experience, free
Kopperad Realty want
buildings, fruit trees,
estimates. Call 4374534.
206E. Maid
36 For Rent Or lease
to be YOUR Real Estate
garden spot, over 1 acre. 1972 CHEVELLE, new
paint job, new interior.
People.
DOZER WORK - small
Two miles South of
FOR LEASE - Building,
MR 175 trail bike, 125
size ideal for leveling,
Center
Shopping
on
641.
20 x 60 on 305 N.4th. Call
MT trail bike, - 1946
HERE'S COUNTRY
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-011-i
753-5881.
Chevrolet truck. Call
LIVING
with
city
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
A request has been received from Mrs. J.M. Marshall
492-8374.
conveniences.
A
by Murray Planning Commission to hold a public
BY OWNER - Brick
37. livestock Supplies
beautiful new 3 bedroom
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
hearing to rezone The property at 412 South 12th
house on large corner lot
CHEVY POWERED 1970
brick veneer house with
Wilson
and
put
Street from R-2 (Residential) to PO,(Professional Ofbedrooms,
2
_
4
with
MARE SHETLAND pony,
GTO.396 Cu. in. headers,
2 baths. Extra large
aluminum
siding
and
fice). A public hearing will be held at Murray City Noll
room,
baths, living
5 years old. Good with
cam, good condition.
kitchen-family
trim on your house.
room.
on November 16, 1976 at 7 p. m. All interested parties
dining room, garage,
children. Price $25. Call
Model 26
Call
753-3068 after 6 p.
Decorated
by
also' patio•
Colors
Interiors
are invited to attend this meeting. W. A. Franklin,
covered
patio.
and
435-4566.
m.
by Edward and has
awnings
and
aluminum
Chairmen, Murray Planning Commission Steve Zees
All Cast
modern
Completely
custom
carports and window
drapes
Resident Planner, City of Murray, Ky.
central
heat
1C1tchen:gas
Iron
38 Pets Supplies
1974 GRAND PRIX,extra
throughout. Fully
awnings. Phone 753-1873
and air. Close to school.
Sharp. Excellent concarpeted, central heat
427-5425.
or
With
Gfate
$39,500. See at 600 South
AUSTRALIAN
dition. Call 437-4836 after
and air, all built-ins,
16th Street or call 753and
SHEPHERD puppies,
5 p. m.
garage and city water.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
1515.
female. Registered. Will
Spark
On 2 acre lot. Price is
home and industrial, air
hold until Christmas.
ONE OWNER. 1974
conditioning, and
right. Call for showing,
Arrester
1-247-4155.
Call
LIVABLE
Mustang II, like 'new.
INrefrigeration, plumbing,
753-7724, GUY SPANN
Red
mileage.
with
COMPLETE
Low
new
3
is now working at
REALTY,
and heating. Call 474901
TWO MALE POINTER
bedroom house, 3 miles
black vinyl too. Black
the
Sycamore.
8841 or 753-7203.
bird dogs. Registered
interior. Best offer. Call
frorri Murray on private
with American Field. FOR ALL YOUR in753-6515 or 753-6476.
road. Two large lots,
Do xfolond Center
CERAMIC
TILE
Six months old. $50 for
ideal for budget minded.
bathrooms, Quarry,
surance or real estate
coil
appointment
For an
both.
Also
one
Willing to work under
1973 CHEVY SUBURneeds. Call Wilson
slate, mirrors, shower
registered
treeing
BAN, power brakes,
$20,00 O.
Serious
doors, paver tile and
Insurance and Real
Walker, female, 51
/
2
steering, air, clean. Call
inquiries only. Call 753Estate, 753-3263. Across
brick work. Call James
months. Call 492-8118.
753-5532.
8848.
from Post Office.
Hamillon 753-8500.

MN=1=11111

=NM

BATHROOM VANITIES

Electric Portable
Heaters

Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.

Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.

PUBLIC NOTICE

$269"

BEAUTY BOX

Murray Supply
Co., Inc.

4

--
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Hours:
Mon. thru Thurs. 7-8
Fri. 8. Sat. 7-9
Sun. 12:00-6:30

Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut French

FRIES
Pet Ritz 9" Pie

SHELLS
Fox Deluxe
Cheese Sausage, Hamburger, Pepperoni

PIZZA

Built Red

131/2.i. 794

BEANS
Edon

Hersheys Hot

69'
lb

994

COCOA MIX

TISSUE

Campbells Tomato

SOUP
Van Camps Beanie

WEENIES
Marth White
Jumbo

12 ct. 994

Red Emperor

103
/
4..5/89'

GRAPES

lb 39'

Red or White

80. 3/$100

57 . MEAL

POTATOES
Florida Red

51b.

79'

kiFp
Johnsons Coupon

Unlit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 11-8-76

10 lb. 89'

